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Computational bioelectromagnetics has an essential role during the design

phase of wireless devices that operate near, on, or inside the human body. Simulating

the electromagnetic interaction of devices with a nearby human body, however, presents

significant challenges that manifest in three areas of the simulation process: (i)Modeling

challenges arise when simultaneously modeling devices (with complex geometrical

features) and bodies (with inhomogeneous tissues); interfacing such models and

creating consistent (conformal) discretizations/meshes is difficult, especially when

high-fidelity device and anatomical body models are used, because the two types of

models are often developed independently and because they exhibit large differences in

length scales, model sizes, and material properties. (ii) Solution challenges arise due

to the size of the problem, potentially reaching to 108–109 unknowns, as well as the

multitude of simulations that are of interest, e.g., to quantify the impact of variations

in anatomy, posture, and device position/orientation on the performance of the design.

(iii) Postprocessing challenges arise also because of the problem size and because of

the increasing demand for more accurate and numerous secondary quantities, e.g., for
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multiphysics simulations. Calculating such secondary quantities quickly becomes the

bottleneck of the simulation process, especially when powerful modeling methods and

solution algorithms are developed to address the other challenges. This dissertation

presents an integral-equation based approach to address these challenges and enable

more advanced designs of body-worn and implanted devices.

The dissertation presents a formulation that hybridizes a multiregion surface-

integral equation formulation with a volume-integral equation pertinent to scattering

from inhomogeneous tissues. The proposed formulation sidesteps many of the modeling

challenges by allowing devices to be modeled and meshed independently of the

anatomical human body model and mesh, by coupling them using an equivalent surface,

and by simultaneously solving the resulting fully-coupled linear system of equations.

To address the solution challenges, a scalable fast iterative algorithm that is accelerated

by the multiple-grid adaptive integral method and parallelized using a hybrid shared-

memory/distributed-memory (OpenMP/MPI) scheme is presented; moreover, a Schur-

complement based algorithm is developed to harness the relatively small size of the

system of equations corresponding to the equivalent surface and to rapidly perform

the multitude of simulations needed during the design process. To accelerate the

postprocessing stage, auxiliary-grid-based methods to rapidly compute far-field and

near-field distributions are proposed. The dissertation also presents a benchmark suite

that can be used to evaluate competitive computational bioelectromagnetics methods

empirically and objectively; this suite is used to quantify the performance of the

presented methods. Finally, three classes of problems are simulated to demonstrate

the utility of the proposed work: a wearable antenna near an anatomical human model,

an ingestible device inside an anatomical human model, and an anatomical human

model under MRI exposure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless devices near, on, and in the human body are becoming increasingly

more common. These range from body-worn (fitness/health trackers and drug disposing

dermal patches) and ingested devices (pill cameras) to medical implants (wireless

pacemakers or brain electrodes). Antennas are a critical part of these devices for

communication as well as for wireless power transfer, e.g., to charge the battery of an

implant. Many of these devices operate in the UHF band (0.3–3 GHz): implanted

and ingested devices often use the MedRadio band (401–457 MHz) while body-worn

devices typically use Bluetooth or WiFi (2.4–2.485 GHz) and include cell phones

that use many frequency channels in the UHF. These antennas must be designed

for their intended operating environment to ensure power- and spectrum-efficient

communication/energy transfer. Performing such designs, however, is challenging

because (i) the human body is a large, inhomogeneous, and dispersive environment

that loads/detunes antennas, presents complex propagation channels, and strongly

constrains the design (limits device size, requires bio-compatibility, restricts access

during operation), (ii) there are large variations in human anatomy, body postures,

and device locations, and (iii) experimental advances are hindered by physical, medical,

and ethical restrictions, including those arising from health risks associated with high

intensity non-ionizing radio-frequency radiation [1].

The design process of body-worn, ingested, or implanted antennas is typically

as follows (Figure 1.1) [2]: First, constraints and desired specifications are identified,

including size constraints, power availability, operating frequency, etc. Then, an
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antenna type is chosen and either simulated or built and measured in a free space envi-

ronment to ensure the initial specifications are met. Next, the antenna is miniaturized

by placing it inside or next to a simplified model meant to approximate a human such

as a layered planar structure, cuboid, or sphere. Again, simulations or measurements

are performed to ensure that the initial specifications are met. Next, the device is

placed in a more representative environment, e.g., an anatomical human model or

an actual patient, and simulations and/or in vivo measurements are conducted to

verify the device’s operation. Finally, additional optional simulations/measurements

are often performed to analyze the device’s operation under varying environmental

factors, such as varying antenna positions/orientations, changing postures, etc. At

each stage of this design process, the antenna may require modifications to achieve an

efficient design, resulting in additional simulations or measurements.

1.1 Computational Methods Overview

Simulations have become a critical part of the modern design process, enabling

better design optimization and ensuring that safety standards are met for each design,

particularly when it is challenging to build and measure each design iteration due to

experimental restrictions. This is in large part due to several key trends: human models

have significantly improved in resolution, fidelity, and quantity; computers have become

more powerful; and continuing research in computational bioelectromagnetic (BioEM)

methods has led to advanced algorithms capable of solving higher-fidelity problems

and calculating/postprocessing quantities that provide more predictive information.

The complexity of the large, inhomogeneous human and its effect on a nearby antenna

results in potentially prohibitive modeling, computational, and postprocessing costs

for even a single antenna-human simulation starting in the fourth stage of the design
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5./Sensitivity/to/environmental/factors

Additional/studies:/antenna/positioning,/postures,/usage/patterns

4./Demonstrate/design/remains/functioning/in/intended/environment

Anatomical/human/model/simulation/or/in/vivo/experiments

3./Anticipate/effect/of/body

Simplified/human/body/model/simulation/measurement

2./Verify/specifications/are/met/

Free-space/simulation/analysis/measurements

1./Identify/constraints/and/desired/specifications

Size/constraints,/frequency,/bandwidth,/gain,/power/supply,/etc.

Choose/antenna/type

Miniaturization

Design/demonstration

Assessment

Figure 1.1: Design flow for wearable, ingestible, and implantable devices’ antennas.
While ideally every stage should be completed to create a robust and efficient design,
due to the limitations of available simulators and experimental restrictions, designers
often settle for reaching the second or third stage.

process. When the multitude of variations in anatomy, postures, and device positions

that are of interest in the fifth stage are also taken into account, the computational

costs of the antenna design process become even more prohibitive. In order to speed

up the design process and enable advanced designs, BioEM simulations, especially

those involving antennas near/on/in high-fidelity anatomical human models, must be

performed more rapidly, efficiently, and accurately.

There are many challenges in advancing the predictive simulation of antennas

near/on/in humans that can broadly be categorized into three interrelated areas:

modeling, solving, and postprocessing. Modeling refers to the attempt to represent

the physical reality and translate it into a radiation/scattering problem that can

be solved using numerical methods. To obtain predictive simulation results, models
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must be carefully constructed and validated, otherwise the results will suffer from

the “garbage in, garbage out” principle. Solving refers to the use of a numerical

method to solve the radiation/scattering problem. To be able to solve complex and

large-scale problems, numerical methods and high-performance algorithms that can

efficiently use available computational resources are required; e.g., such methods

can employ a combination of parallelization, acceleration, simplifications, and/or

domain decomposition. Postprocessing refers to the ability to calculate meaningful

(secondary) quantities of interest (from the results obtained directly by solving the

radiation/scattering problem) that are used to assess the merits of the design. To

show how these categories are interrelated, consider three types of models and the

associated computational costs:

1. Simulations using low-resolution human body models are often sufficiently

rapid/accurate that solving or postprocessing can be performed using many

possible methods within reasonable simulation costs.

2. Simulations using high-resolution volumetric body models often require more

advanced algorithms for solving and potentially postprocessing (depending on the

quantities of interest and numerical method used to solve the radiation/scattering

problem) to be practical.

3. Simulations using high-resolution surface-based body models can be performed

using numerical methods suitable for volumetric models but these require volume

meshing consistent with the model surfaces (which itself can be very time

consuming) and result in relatively large problems and are often not sufficiently

rapid/accurate. They can also be performed using methods that reduce the

problem dimensionality and require the solution of a smaller set of surface-

4



bound unknowns; these methods, however, may need advanced postprocessing

algorithms to find some quantities of interest, e.g., the volumetric distribution

of power absorbed by the body model.

1.1.1 Modeling

The complexity of the models used to represent the operating environment of a

device during the design process for BioEM simulations range from simplified models

(stages 2–3), e.g., infinite slabs [3]–[5], spheres [6], or phantoms [7], [8], to anatomical

models (stages 4–5), e.g., human or animal models [9]–[14]. Simplified models—which

are generally piecewise homogeneous—are easy to build, modify, verify, and simulate

accurately by a large variety of numerical methods, but have limited predictive

capacity. In contrast, anatomical models—which are generally inhomogeneous—can

yield detailed and highly predictive information, but are difficult to create, alter,

validate, and simulate accurately. Figure 1.2 shows the progress that has been made

in developing anatomical models over the last 4 decades.

Modeling the device presents its own set of challenges. Depending on the

numerical method used for the simulation, modeling may be constrained to a grid,

resulting in a poor approximation of the actual antenna or limiting designers to

a smaller set of antennas. The antennas under study can reach mm-scale, with

fine features that must be modeled accurately, resulting in a multi-scale simulation

when they are placed next to a simplified or anatomical human model. Furthermore,

implanting a device model inside an anatomical human model is exceedingly difficult as

the two models must be consistently (often conformally) discretized/meshed. Figure 1.3

and Figure 1.4 show sample models of an ingested antenna placed in the stomach and

an implanted antenna in the skin of an anatomical human body model. The modeling
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Figure 1.2: Progress in electromagnetic models of humans. Left: An “improved model
of man” 1979 [15]. Right: The recently developed, open-source, and downloadable
AustinMan v2.1 model [12], [13], [16]. The 1979 model consisted of 180 voxels of
10 cm3 size and 11 different tissues. The highest resolution AustinMan v2.1 model
consists of 102,050,535 voxels of 1 mm3 size and 58 different tissues.

challenges and the complexity of the problems are evident.

It should be observed that models that were considered too difficult to simulate

only a decade ago can now be simulated routinely thanks to large progress in cyberin-

frastructure including in computer hardware, graphical processors, visualization tools,

scientific software, and BioEM algorithms. Despite these advances, the quest for ever

increasing model fidelity, simulation performance, and predictive power continues,

and calls for better computational BioEM methods that are capable of simulating

higher fidelity anatomical body and device models. Figure 1.5 shows the growth in

the number of unknowns that must be solved as the anatomical model resolution

increases.
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Figure 1.3: A pill antenna placed inside the intestine of the 1 mm3 resolution Austin-
Woman v2.3 model. Here, the pill is floating in air and therefore the conformal
meshing difficulty can be avoided by using a single-region integral-equation approach.
The modeling/meshing complexity increases if the device is embedded in a tissue.

1.1.2 Solution Algorithms

The numerical methods used for BioEM simulations can be categorized as

differential-equation based methods, e.g., the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)

method [17] or the finite-element method [18], or integral-equation based methods,

e.g., the method of moments (MoM) and its accelerated forms—the conjugate-gradient

fast-Fourier-transform (CG-FFT) method [19]–[21], the fast multipole method [22],

[23], and the adaptive integral method (AIM) [24].

Differential-equation based methods, which require the solution of sparse (or

diagonal) matrix equations, are currently the most popular methods for BioEM si-

mulation, especially when anatomical models are used; this can be attributed to

their generality and flexibility in modeling position-dependent material parameters,
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External-equivalent

problem

Internal-equivalent

problem

Figure 1.4: An antenna implanted under the skin. A multi-region integral-equation
approach can be used to avoid creating complex conformal volumetric meshes. In
this domain-decomposition approach, the problem is decomposed to external- and
internal-equivalent problems and the two problems are coupled rigorously at the
interface.

310 cm

3512 mm

31 mm

Figure 1.5: The number of unknowns in the simulation problem increases as the
the model fidelity/resolution increases, requiring advanced computational methods
capable of simulating such large problems.
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ease of implementation, robustness, and low computational overhead. These met-

hods, however, have major accuracy and efficiency drawbacks that can limit their

effectiveness. For example, classical explicit FDTD solvers must meet the (necessary

but not sufficient) Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition to yield stable results,

implement approximate absorbing boundary conditions on an extended convex volume

enclosing the objects of interest to emulate open regions, ensure that unacceptable

levels of numerical dispersion and phase error buildup are avoided for electrically

large regions, and overcome staircasing errors at curved boundaries. In comparison,

integral-equation based methods are not bound by the CFL condition, impose the

radiation condition analytically, mesh only the surfaces of homogeneous objects and

volumes of inhomogeneous ones (not an extended region around them) to solve for

a smaller number of unknowns, are more immune to phase error buildup, and can

avoid staircasing errors robustly by using unstructured meshes. Yet, they require the

use of carefully designed cubature rules to evaluate up to six-dimensional integrals

with singular kernels, complicated fast algorithms to efficiently solve dense matrix

equations, and intricate post-processing schemes to accurately compute secondary

quantities of interest from the unknowns [25].

The empirical comparison of FDTD and AIM for BioEM problems excited by

plane waves that was performed in [21] found that when constrained to voxel-based

meshes, FDTD slightly outperformed AIM from an error-vs.-cost perspective (the

results were within an order of magnitude of each other). However, when more

accurate surface-based meshes were available, AIM with an unstructured tetrahedral

mesh outperformed FDTD, achieving significantly lower errors for a minor increase in

computational cost. Taking this analysis into account, and recognizing that surface-

based anatomical models are becoming more widely available and that unstructured
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meshes are necessary to model devices accurately, AIM was chosen as the foundation

for the work presented in this dissertation.

1.1.3 Postprocessing

The computational methods used must be able to calculate quantities that are

of interest to the designer (e.g., absorbed power distribution, radiation pattern, antenna

return loss, etc.) for the simulations to have any value during the design process.

These are almost always secondary quantities calculated using postprocessing methods

from the primary results/unknowns found by the solution algorithm. Postprocessing

can range from a quick calculation to a time-consuming step that can potentially

require significantly more time than the solution step depending on the quantity of

interest and the numerical method used for the solution [26]. It is also imperative that

postprocessing methods do not amplify errors or introduce additional errors that are

on the order of those expected in the simulation results, i.e., if a numerical method

is able to solve the unknowns within a 10−2 error level, the postprocessing methods

must not introduce errors ∼10−2.

1.2 Dissertation Organization

The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a summary of the

contributions presented in this work, placing them in context and showing how they

contribute to the goal of improving the simulations during the device design process in

BioEM applications. Chapter 3 first presents the coupled surface-volume electric-field

integral equation (EFIE) formulation for wearable devices and then presents the

formulation for the multiregion hybrid integral-equation method for ingestible and
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implantable antennas. It also formulates the iterative MoM solution of these integral

equations. Chapter 4 presents the AIM and its parallelization strategy for accelerating

the MoM solution on supercomputing clusters. It also presents the Schur-complement

method—a domain-decomposition technique that can be used to further accelerate

the numerical solutions during the device design process. Chapter 5 describes the

quantities of interest for BioEM applications and presents two grid-based algorithms

to accelerate their calculation in the postprocessing stage. Chapter 6 highlights

the importance of benchmarking for assessing computational methods’ performance

and develops a benchmark suite tailored for judging computational BioEM methods.

Benchmark performance data are also shown and discussed in Chapter 6 comparing

the proposed methods to other commonly used alternatives. Chapter 7 demonstrates

this work’s suitability for a range of BioEM applications, including the analysis of a

wearable antenna, an ingestible device, and a human under MRI exposure. Chapter 8

concludes the dissertation and discusses potential avenues for future research.
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Chapter 2

Summary of Contributions

The primary objective of this dissertation is to advance computational methods

for solving BioEM problems, particularly those pertinent to the design of wearable

and implantable devices operating in the UHF band. There are multiple challenges

that are encountered when simulating realistic devices in BioEM applications: (i) The

human body is a complex, inhomogeneous volume that, when discretized, can result

in over 100 million 1× 1× 1 mm3 voxels. Simply creating the human models is a time

consuming process and modifying the resulting human meshes is a non-trivial problem,

e.g., to implant a device represented as an unstructured mesh. (ii) To solve such large

problems, advanced high-performance algorithms are required, often with additional

assistance from preconditioners or parallel computing. (iii) Even if the problem can

be solved by an advanced algorithm, the solution may not immediately yield the

desired information. For instance, the solution of basis function coefficients does not

directly indicate how much power was absorbed in the brain. Postprocessing the

solution is often required to provide meaningful quantities for BioEM analysis, such

as the absorbed power distribution, localized heating near active implanted medical

devices (AIMDs), or radiation patterns from wearable antennas. Due to the size of

the problem, advanced postprocessing techniques are also required to obtain these

quantities of interest.

This dissertation presents several contributions that advance computational

BioEM. First, it presents the formulation, implementation, acceleration, and paralle-

lization of a multiregion hybrid integral-equation method that can solve large-scale
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BioEM problems. Second, it describes a Schur complement method that utilizes the

multiregion setup to develop transfer functions using equivalent surfaces that enable

faster simulations of devices in BioEM problems. The third contribution presented in

the dissertation is the acceleration of postprocessing capabilities, focusing on absorbed

power distributions, near-field distributions, radiation patterns, and visualization;

these ensure that the proposed methods yield meaningful results during the design

process. The fourth contribution is in benchmarking, where an advanced computatio-

nal BioEM benchmark suite was developed and performance data for the proposed

high-performance method was collected. Finally, the dissertation also demonstrates

the capabilities enabled by the above contributions by showing results for three major

categories of problems: wearable or external devices, ingested or implanted devices,

and magnetic resonance exposure for humans. These contributions are described in

greater detail next.

Contribution 1: Multiregion Hybrid Integral-Equations (Chapter 3) This disser-

tation presents a novel multiregion hybrid integral-equation method that addresses

the challenges associated with modeling implanted or ingested devices inside anatomi-

cal human models. The multiregion approach removes cells from the volume mesh,

introduces an equivalent surface in their place, and then places the device’s mesh

inside the equivalent surface, effectively avoiding the difficulty of significantly altering

the complicated volume mesh so that it is consistent with the device’s mesh. The

equivalent surfaces couple the different regions and the coupled sets of equations are

solved simultaneously using the MoM

Contribution 2: High-Performance Algorithms (Chapter 4) The dissertation

also presents various fast algorithms for rapid solution of the pertinent integral

equations. It presents a parallel FFT-based algorithm, the multiple-grid AIM that
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uses both MPI processes and OpenMP threads to help optimize the algorithm on the

current multi-core processors and newer many-core processors. It also proposes a Schur-

complement method that utilizes the block structure of the MoM matrix resulting from

discretizing the multiregion formulation to effectively perform domain decomposition

at an equivalent surface. Specifically, the equations corresponding to the device in

the internal region can be solved separately (the diagonal block that is inverted) and

then its effects loaded onto the equivalent surface via the Schur complement to solve

the original (fully-coupled) problem. In other words, for the reduced problem, the

Schur complement acts like a transfer function for the equivalent surface that takes

into account the effects of the device inside it. With the ability to perform domain

decomposition, the device design process can be further accelerated by reusing blocks

of the matrix that are unchanged. The stages of the Schur-complement method are

described and the potential for this approach is highlighted. This work focuses on the

integration of this approach with the accelerated matrix-vector multiplication in an

iterative solver.

Contribution 3: Grid-Based Postprocessing Algorithms (Chapter 5) Solving for

the unknown quantities for practically all numerical methods does not provide the

relevant information that can be used during the design process. This can be especially

true for integral-equation based methods that solve for reduced size/dimensionality

problems. Indeed, while it may be efficient to solve a reduced problem, e.g., the

surface currents on a sphere, calculating the power distribution inside the sphere

may be more costly than the initial solve step. As the problem size continues to

grow, the existing rudimentary postprocessing implementations become infeasible,

particularly when the quantities of interest are distributions (or distribution-derived

quantities, such as finding the maximum absorbed power density). For instance, to find
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a desired quantity at a single observation point can require O(N) operations, and the

number of observation points for a distribution often scales similarly to the problem

size, resulting in a total of O(N2) operations (which becomes the bottleneck when

compared to high-performance algorithms that scale as O(N logN)). To this end, this

dissertation presents grid-based postprocessing algorithms for finding near- and far-

field distributions that significantly reduce the computational costs for postprocessing,

ameliorating the postprocessing bottleneck that arises when only the numerical solution

methods are accelerated/optimized.

Contribution 4: Benchmarking (Chapter 6) The Austin Benchmark Suite for

Computational Bioelectromagnetics was recently introduced [27]. The benchmark

suite is based on research performed for my master’s thesis that developed a framework

for empirically comparing numerical methods applied to BioEM problems in the UHF

band [21]. In the thesis, I empirically measured the accuracy and computational

costs and compared two (single-region) FFT-accelerated integral-equation methods to

FDTD. Since then, in an effort to enable the comparison of other numerical methods

(from other research groups), the cost and error measures have been generalized, the set

of benchmark problems has been formalized, and a results submission procedure has

been established so that other researchers are able to participate. Performance data

are collected, submitted to the benchmark suite website, and discussed in Chapter 6

for AIM. Additionally, this benchmark framework and comparison methodology has

been extended to create a radar benchmark suite [28], [29].

Results: Applications (Chapter 7) To demonstrate the effectiveness of the

methods and algorithms presented for solving BioEM problems, three sets of problems

are shown with anatomical human models: wearable or external devices, ingested

or implanted devices, and magnetic resonance exposure. The multiple-grid AIM
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solution of the multiregion hybrid integral-equation method is used to solve each of

these problems. The Schur-complement method is also used for the ingestible pill

application, demonstrating its ability to efficiently solve multiple device orientations.

The postprocessing algorithms are required for each application, especially the magnetic

resonance exposure application where the magnetic field distribution is important.
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Chapter 3

Multiregion Hybrid Integral-Equations

This chapter formulates the multiregion hybrid integral equation and its solution.

First, a coupled surface-volume and a multiregion integral-equation formulation are

reviewed in Section 3.4. Although they are well known, these formulations are

presented here to establish a consistent notation that is needed to formulate the

proposed multiregion hybrid integral equation in Section 3.2. Then, in Section 4.3,

the iterative MoM procedure is formulated. Sample numerical results are presented in

Section 3.3. Note that throughout this chapter, time-harmonic sources are used and

the ejωt time dependence is assumed and suppressed.

3.1 Background

In this Section, the mixed-potential notation for the L and K integro-differential

operators is established first. Then, the classical volume EFIE is formulated and

combined with a surface EFIE to form a coupled surface-volume integral equation.

Lastly, a multiregion integral equation is formulated.

The electric and magnetic fields in free space (subscript 0) can be expressed

in terms of the electric vector potential A, the magnetic vector potential F, and the
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electric scalar potential φ:

E(r) = −jωA(r) + 1
jωµ0ε0

∇(∇·A(r))− 1
ε0

∇×F(r)

= −jωA(r) + ∇φ(r)− 1
ε0

∇×F(r) (3.1)

H(r) = 1
µ0

∇×A(r)− jωF(r) + 1
jωµ0ε0

∇(∇·F(r)), (3.2)

where ε0 and µ0 are the (free-space) electric permittivity and magnetic permeability,

respectively. When there are impressed current sources radiating in free space, the

fields can also be expressed using the L and K operators as

E(r) = −η0L0
(
J(r′), r

)
−K0

(
M(r′), r

)
(3.3)

H(r) = K0
(
J(r′), r

)
−
L0
(
M(r′), r

)
η0

, (3.4)

where J and M are electric and magnetic current densities, and

L0
(
v(r′), r

)
= γ0

∫∫∫
V

v(r′)g0(d) dV ′ − ∇
γ0

∫∫∫
V

(∇′ ·v(r′))g0(d) dV ′ (3.5)

K0
(
v(r′), r

)
= ∇×

∫∫∫
V

v(r′)g0(d) dV ′, (3.6)

d = |r− r′|, g0(d) = e−γ0d/4πd is the free-space Green’s function, γ0 = jω
√
µ0ε0 is the

propagation constant, and η0 =
√
µ0/ε0 is the free-space impedance.

The operators in (3.3)–(3.6) can also be used to formulate integral-equation

solutions for scattering problems. In such formulations, the total electromagnetic

fields are split into incident and scattered fields, denoted with superscripts inc and
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sca, such that

E(r) = Einc(r) + Esca(r) (3.7)

H(r) = Hinc(r) + Hsca(r), (3.8)

where the incident fields are the fields present in the absence of the scattering object and

the scattered fields are secondary fields scattered by the object. Using surface/volume

equivalence principles, the object can be replaced with surface/volume currents residing

on/in the object’s surfaces/volume and the scattered fields can be expressed as radiation

from these unknown currents in the background medium. Then, integral equations for

these unknown currents can be constructed by enforcing interface conditions on the

surfaces/consistency conditions in the volume of the object; e.g., the volume electric-

field integral equation (V-EFIE) in Subsection 3.1.1, the coupled surface-volume EFIEs

in Subsection 3.1.2, the multiregion integral equations in Subsection 3.1.3, and the

multiregion hybrid integral equations in Section 3.2 are constructed in this manner.

Note that in these sections, the background materials are always homogeneous but

not always free space; in this case, (3.3) and (3.4) can be generalized to

E(r) = −ηkLk
(
J(r′), r

)
−Kk

(
M(r′), r

)
(3.9)

H(r) = Kk
(
J(r′), r

)
−
Lk
(
M(r′), r

)
ηk

(3.10)

for a background k.
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3.1.1 Volume Electric Field Integral Equation

For many BioEM problems, the human body (or a portion of it) can be modeled

as an inhomogeneous, lossy dielectric volume in free space that is illuminated by an

incident electromagnetic field, e.g., those due to a plane wave or a nearby impressed

Hertzian dipole source. Such scattering problems can be analyzed by constructing a

V-EFIE.

Formulation

The V-EFIE is obtained by enforcing (3.7) in the inhomogeneous volume V

with spatially-dependent electrical permittivity ε and conductivity σ. Using the

volume equivalence principle, a volume electric current density JV can be used to

represent the scattered fields from the inhomogeneous volume. In particular, Esca can

be expressed by plugging JV into (3.3). It is often more effective, however, to express

the scattered electric field in terms of the conduction-current-corrected electric flux

density D̃V, i.e., by replacing JV with

JV(r) = jωκ0(r)D̃V(r), (3.11)

where κ0(r) = (ε̃(r)− ε0)/ε̃(r) is the so-called complex contrast ratio,

D̃V(r) = ε̃(r)E(r), (3.12)

and ε̃(r) = ε(r) + σ(r)/jω denotes the complex permittivity. This yields

Esca(r) = −η0L0
(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)
. (3.13)
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Substituting (3.13) into (3.7) and enforcing the equality throughout V results

in the V-EFIE:

Einc(r) = D̃V(r)
ε̃(r) + η0L0

(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)
∀r ∈ V. (3.14)

Method of Moments Solution

The classical MoM procedure can be used to solve for the unknown quantity

D̃V in the V-EFIE (3.14).

(i) Discretization. A numerical volume, Vnum, is used to approximate V and is

divided into small cells that are assigned homogeneous material properties [30]. In

this dissertation, the cells can be either voxels or tetrahedra (Figure 3.1) [30]–[32],

depending on the type of anatomical human model (voxel-based or surface-based).

Figure 3.1: A biological object volume V meshed using voxel cells (left) or tetrahedral
cells (right). The meshes show two examples of Vnum that are approximates to the
original V . The staircasing in voxel meshes results in a poorer representation of the
original boundaries.

The unknown quantity D̃V is expanded using NV0 sub-domain basis functions:

D̃V(r) ≈
NV0∑
n=1

IV
0 [n]f0,n(r). (3.15)
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Here, f0,1, . . . , f0,NV0
are either Schaubert-Wilton-Glisson (SWG) basis functions (A.2)

[30] defined on tetrahedral cells or volumetric-rooftop (VRT) basis functions (A.3) [31]

defined on voxel cells (Figure 3.2) and the vector IV
0 stores their unknown coefficients.

Both types of basis functions are divergence conforming and are associated with cell

faces such that the function support is over two cells if the face is an interior face and

over only one cell if the face is on the boundary of Vnum (Figure 3.2).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: (a) RWG (A.1) [33], (b) SWG (A.2) [30], and (c) VRT (A.3) [31] vector
basis functions. The nth RWG basis function’s support is over the two triangular
surface elements associated with the shared edge. The nth SWG or VRT basis
function’s support is either over two cells if it is associated with an interior face (left)
or over a single cell if the face is at the volume’s boundary (right).

(ii) Galerkin testing. The V-EFIE is converted into a linear system of equations
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by Galerkin testing it with contrast-weighted basis functions:

〈κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), V-EFIE〉 ⇒
〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), Einc(r)

〉
=
〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), D̃V(r)

ε̃m(r)

〉

+
〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), η0L0

(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)〉
(3.16)

for m = 1, . . . , NV0 . Here, κ0,m and ε̃m are piecewise-constant over the support of f0,m

since κ0,m and ε̃ are assumed to be constant in each cell. In (3.16), 〈, 〉 denotes the

inner product of the two arguments. The resulting system of equations can be written

in matrix form as [
η0LVV

0 + DVV
0

][
IV

0

]
=
[
Vinc,V

0

]
, (3.17)

where the dense LVV
0 and sparse DVV

0 impedance matrices are of size NV0 ×NV0 and

the unknown coefficient vector IV
0 and tested incident-field vector Vinc,V

0 are of size

NV0 × 1. Their entries are (for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0):

LVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), L0

(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′), r

)〉
(3.18a)

DVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), f0,n(r)

ε̃0,n(r)

〉
(3.18b)

Vinc,V
0 [m] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), Einc(r)

〉
(3.19)
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Expanding the inner product in (3.18a) yields

LVV
0 [m,n] = γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)·

∫∫∫
Vnum

jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dV

+ 1
γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

∇·
(
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)

)
∫∫∫
Vnum

∇′ ·
(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)

)
g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dV,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (3.20)

Note that the gradient acting on the inner integral of the scalar potential term is

now moved onto the testing function as a divergence in (3.20) (via the vector identity

b ·∇a = ∇·(ab) − a∇·b). This mixed-potential approach significantly simplifies

the integral when divergence-conforming testing functions, such as SWG and VRT

functions, are used. If the testing functions are not divergence-conforming, however,

it may not be practical or possible (e.g., see Section 5.3) to move the gradient onto

the testing function and the gradient may have to be left acting on the inner integral.

For completeness, the equations for the submatrices for the MoM solution of

the V-EFIE system are provided in Subsection A.2.1.

(iii) Solution of system of equations. The linear system of equations in (3.17)

is formed and solved. Because the LVV
0 matrix is dense, the classical iterative MoM

procedure requires O(N2
V0) operations to fill this matrix, O(N2

V0) bytes of memory to

store it, and O(N2
V0) operations to multiply it at each iteration. These costs imply

that the MoM procedure quickly becomes unfeasible for the problem sizes encountered

in BioEM analysis, which reach up to NV0 ≈ 109 [24], and that advanced algorithms

must be used to reduce the computational costs.
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3.1.2 Coupled Surface-Volume Electric Field Integral Equa-

tions

While the V-EFIE is well suited for analyzing scattering from inhomogeneous

volumes, it is not appropriate for analyzing metallic devices, such as a wireless device’s

antenna. This is because the V-EFIE requires too many unknowns to capture the

exponentially decaying field distributions in metallic volumes and because the resulting

system of equations is poorly conditioned [34]. A coupled surface-volume EFIE, on

the other hand, can be used to solve a more general set of scattering problems where

the object of interest is modeled as a combination of perfect electric conductor (PEC)

surfaces and inhomogeneous volumes [35]–[37]. In the BioEM context, such coupled

surface-volume EFIEs are suitable for simulating an antenna operating near the human

body [34].

Formulation

The surface electric-field integral equation (S-EFIE) is first formulated for a

PEC scatterer and then coupled with the V-EFIE presented in Subsection 3.1.1.

The S-EFIE is obtained by enforcing the total electric field tangential to the

PEC surface, SPEC, to be 0

0 = −n̂× n̂× E(r)

= −n̂× n̂× (Einc(r) + Esca(r)) ∀r ∈ SPEC, (3.21)

where n̂ is the unit vector normal to SPEC.

The electric and magnetic surface current densities on SPEC, JS,PEC = n̂×H
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and MS,PEC = E× n̂ = 0, induce Esca. Plugging in (3.1), yields the S-EFIE

−n̂× n̂× Einc(r) = −n̂× n̂× η0L0
(
JS,PEC(r′), r

)
∀r ∈ SPEC, (3.22)

where JS,PEC can be solved for using the MoM procedure [33].

When both a PEC scatterer and an inhomogeneous object are present in the

model, both the volume and surface EFIEs are enforced simultaneously; the equations

in (3.22) and (3.14) are coupled by expressing the scattered electric field in terms of

both JS,PEC and JV, i.e.,

Esca(r) = −η0L0
(
JS,PEC(r′), r

)
− η0L0

(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)
. (3.23)

The resulting coupled surface-volume EFIE is [34]–[37]:

Einc(r) = D̃V(r)
ε̃(r) + η0L0

(
JS,PEC(r′), r

)
+ η0L0

(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)
∀r ∈ V (3.24)

−n̂× n̂× Einc(r) = −n̂× n̂×
(
η0L0

(
JS,PEC(r′), r

)
+ η0L0

(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

))
∀r ∈ SPEC. (3.25)

Method of Moments Solution

The coupled surface-volume EFIEs in (3.24) and (3.25) can be solved using

the MoM procedure described above with the following modifications.

(i) Discretization. The inhomogeneous volume is split into either voxel or

tetrahedral cells as before, while the PEC surface is meshed using triangular cells.

The unknown quantity D̃V is expanded using NV0 SWG or VRT basis functions in
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(3.15). The unknown quantity JS,PEC is similarly expanded using NPEC0 sub-domain

basis functions:

JS,PEC(r) ≈
NPEC0∑
n=1

IPEC
0 [n]SPEC

0,n (r). (3.26)

Here, SPEC
0,1 , . . . ,SPEC

0,NPEC0
are Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions [33] defined

on triangular cells (Figure 3.2) and the vector IPEC
0 stores their unknown coefficients.

The RWG functions are divergence conforming and are associated with triangular

edges such that the function support is over two triangles (Figure 3.2).

(ii) Galerkin testing. The coupled surface-volume EFIEs are converted into a

linear system of equations by Galerkin testing the V-EFIE part with contrast-weighted

testing functions and the S-EFIE part with RWG testing functions:

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), Einc(r)

〉
=
〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), D̃V(r)

ε̃m(r)

〉

+
〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), η0L0

(
JS,PEC(r′), r

)〉
+
〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), η0L0

(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)〉
(3.27)〈

SPEC
0,m (r), Einc(r)

〉
=
〈
SPEC

0,m (r), η0L0
(
JS,PEC(r′), r

)〉
+
〈
SPEC

0,m (r), η0L0
(
jωκ0(r′)D̃V(r′), r

)〉
. (3.28)

Note the simplification in (3.28): When any vector v is tested with the surface-bound

functions SPEC
0,m , the inner product ensures that only the components of v tangential

to SPEC remain, i.e.,
〈
−n̂× n̂× v, SPEC

0,m

〉
=
〈
v, SPEC

0,m

〉
. The resulting system of

equations can be written in matrix form as

(η0LVV
0 + DVV

0 ) η0LVPEC
0

η0LPECV
0 η0LPEC

0


 IV

0

IPEC
0

 =

 Vinc,V
0

Vinc,PEC
0

 . (3.29)
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The matrix entries are:

LVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), L0

(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (3.30a)

DVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), f0,n(r)

ε̃0,n(r)

〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (3.30b)

LVPEC
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), L0

(
SPEC

0,n (r′), r
)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NV0 ; n = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (3.30c)

LPECV
0 [m,n] =

〈
SPEC

0,m (r), L0
(
jωκ0(r′)f0,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NPEC0 ; n = 1, . . . , NV0 (3.30d)

LPECPEC
0 [m,n] =

〈
SPEC

0,m (r), L0
(
SPEC

0,n (r′), r
)〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (3.30e)

Vinc,V
0 [m] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), Einc(r)

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NV0 (3.31a)

Vinc,PEC
0 [m] =

〈
SPEC

0,m (r), Einc(r)
〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (3.31b)

Note that (3.30a), (3.30b), and (3.31a) match the submatrices from the V-EFIE in

Subsection 3.1.1, specifically (3.18a), (3.18b), and (3.19), respectively.

The LPECPEC
0 matrix is a dense NPEC0 × NPEC0 matrix that represents the

radiation from sources on the PEC observed by testing functions on the PEC. The

LVPEC
0 and LPECV

0 matrices couple between the volume and the PEC surface, are

dense, and are of size NV0×NPEC0 and NPEC0×NV0 , respectively. The PEC unknown
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coefficient vector IPEC
0 and PEC tested incident-field vector Vinc,PEC

0 are both of size

NPEC0 × 1. Thus, in 3.30d, the entire matrix is of size NPECV0 × NPECV0 and the

vectors are of size NPECV0 × 1, where NPECV0 = NV0 + NPEC0 . In the cases where

NV0 = 0 or NPEC0 = 0, the coupled surface-volume EFIE reduces to the V-EFIE or

S-EFIE, respectively.

For completeness, the equations for the submatrices for the MoM solution of

the coupled surface-volume EFIE system are provided in Subsection A.2.2.

(iii) Solution of system of equations. The classical iterative MoM solution to the

linear system of equations in (3.29) requires O(N2
PECV0) operations to fill the matrix,

O(N2
PECV0) bytes of memory to store it, and O(N2

PECV0) operations to multiply it at

each iteration. Recall that for BioEM analysis, NV0 can reach up to 109 while NPEC0 is

often less than 104 [34], [38]. As such, the addition of the coupled surface contribution

does not affect the computational costs per iteration significantly. However, the

S-EFIE exhibits poor conditioning, even when coupled with the well-conditioned

V-EFIE, which results in significantly more iterations for the system to converge; thus,

preconditioning techniques are needed to improve the iterative solver performance

[34], [37], [38].

3.1.3 Multiregion Integral-Equation Formulation

The V-EFIE, S-EFIE, and the coupled surface-volume EFIE in Subsection 3.1.1

and Subsection 3.1.2 can be classified as single-region integral-equation methods

(as they are formulated using a single Green’s function corresponding to a single

background region). When the BioEM simulations include piecewise homogeneous

models—e.g., for implants embedded in simplified homogeneous body models or

surface-based anatomical models—multiregion integral-equation formulations are more
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suitable. Such integral equations are constructed by introducing surface current

densities to formulate equivalent sub-problems, enforcing equations in terms of these

current densities in each sub-problem, and coupling these sub-problems by linearly

combining the equations. An infinite number of such combinations are possible and a

variety of such formulations are commonly used. Two of the most popular formulations

are presented next.

Formulation

Consider the scattering from a piecewise-homogeneous object composed of

K − 1 homogeneous regions (denoted as R1, . . . , RK−1) that resides in free space (R0)

and is illuminated by current sources Jimp
k ,Mimp

k that are in region k. For simplicity,

each region is assumed to be bounded by a union of disjointed surfaces such that there

are no junctions of disconnected surfaces, although this is not a necessary requirement

(see [39] for surfaces with junctions). Using the notation in [39], let Skl denote the

surface that separates Rk and Rl and let Sk = ⋃
l
Skl denote the surface(s) bounding

region k, where Skl = ∅ if Rk and Rl do not share a common surface and Skk = ∅

by definition (a surface must separate two regions). Each surface has a normal unit

vector, n̂kl that points from Rl into Rk; note that n̂kl = −n̂lk and n̂k = ∑
l

n̂kl. A

preferred normal unit vector, p̂kl = p̂lk is chosen to be either n̂kl or n̂lk and is used to

correctly identify the signs of the surface current densities [39].

The scattering problem is then separated into K coupled sub-problems; each

sub-problem is constructed using the surface equivalence principle and the coupled

system of equations is constructed using the following four steps:

(i) The unknown surface current densities, {JS
k,MS

k} = {n̂k ×Hk,Ek × n̂k},

are introduced on Sk, where {Ek,Hk} are the total fields in Rk. With this set of
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surface current densities, the true fields are present in Rk and the fields outside Rk are

zero, reducing the equivalent problem to finding {JS
k,MS

k} radiating in a homogeneous

background (with properties ε̃k and µk) with impressed sources, {Jimp
k ,Mimp

k }.

(ii) The boundary conditions are satisfied by enforcing the continuity of the

tangential fields at each surface. The surface current densities for Sk are split into a

sum over of Skl,

{JS
k,MS

k} =
∑
l

{JS
kl,MS

kl}, (3.32)

where {JS
kl,MS

kl} = {n̂kl ×Hkl,Ekl × n̂kl}. Enforcing the continuity of the tangential

fields yields {JS
kl,MS

kl} = {−JS
lk,−MS

lk}. The preferred normal unit vector is then

used to identify one set of preferred currents, denoted with a P superscript,

{JS,P,MS,P} =
K−1∑
k=0

K−1∑
l=k+1

{JS,P
kl ,J

S,P
kl }, (3.33)

where {JS,P
kl ,M

S,P
kl } = {p̂kl ×Hkl,Ekl × p̂kl}. Let αkl = p̂kl · n̂kl, which is ±1, such

that {JS,P
kl ,M

S,P
kl } = αkl{JS

kl,MS
kl}; as a result, {JS,P

kl ,M
S,P
kl } = {JS,P

lk ,M
S,P
lk }.

(iii) The total fields in each region are split into incident and scattered fields:

Ek(r) = Einc
k (r) + Esca

k (r) (3.34)

Hk(r) = Hinc
k (r) + Hsca

k (r). (3.35)

Taking the cross product with n̂k yields the surface-normal-rotated EFIE and magnetic-

field integral equation (MFIE), respectively,

n̂k ×
[
Ek(r) = Einc

k (r)− ηkLk
(
JS
k(r′), r

)
−Kk

(
MS

k(r′), r
)]
∀r ∈ Sk (3.36)

n̂k ×
[
Hk(r) = Hinc

k (r) +Kk
(
JS
k(r′), r

)
− Lk

(
MS

k(r′), r
)
/ηk

]
∀r ∈ Sk, (3.37)
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which can be enforced on each Skl and expressed using the preferred currents,

−αklMS,P
kl (r) = n̂kl × Einc

k (r)

− n̂kl ×
[
ηkLk

(
αklJS,P

kl (r′), r
)

+Kk
(
αklMS,P

kl (r′), r
)]

(3.38)

αklJS,P
kl (r) = n̂kl ×Hinc

k (r)

+ n̂kl ×
[
Kk
(
αklJS,P

kl (r′), r
)
− Lk

(
αklMS,P

kl (r′), r
)
/ηk

]
, (3.39)

which can be simplified as

n̂kl × Einc
k (r) = −αklMS,P

kl (r) + αklηkn̂kl × Lk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
+ αkln̂kl ×Kk

(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

(S-N-EFIEkl) (3.40)

n̂kl ×Hinc
k (r) = αklJS,P

kl (r)− αkln̂kl ×Kk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
+ αkl
ηk

n̂kl × Lk
(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

(S-N-MFIEkl). (3.41)

The corresponding transverse-field integral equations can be obtained by taking

the cross-product of the normal-rotated field integral equations with −n̂kl:

−n̂kl × n̂kl × Einc
k (r) = n̂kl × αklMS,P

kl (r)− αkln̂kl × n̂kl × ηkLk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
− αkln̂kl × n̂kl ×Kk

(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

(S-T-EFIEkl) (3.42)

−n̂kl × n̂kl ×Hinc
k (r) = −n̂kl × αklJS,P

kl (r) + αkln̂kl × n̂kl ×Kk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
− αkl

ηk
n̂kl × n̂kl × Lk

(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

(S-T-MFIEkl). (3.43)

Note that the S-T-EFIE in (3.42) is the more general form of (3.22) for the PEC

scatterer (where MS = 0 and k is free space).

(iv) The integral equations from each sub-problem are then linearly combined
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using the classical PMCHWT recipe (referred to as EH-PMCHWT henceforth) [40]–

[42]. In the classical EH-PMCHWT, the S-T-EFIEs and surface transverse-magnetic-

field integral equations (S-T-MFIEs) are combined as

∑
k

∑
l

βkl S-T-EFIEkl (E-PMCHWT) (3.44)

∑
k

∑
l

βkl S-T-MFIEkl (H-PMCHWT), (3.45)

where βkl = p̂kl · n̂kl. More recently, the JMCFIE (or alternatively, the CC-PMCHWT

[43]) formulation has been proposed to address the poor-conditioning commonly

encountered in the EH-PMCHWT formulation [43]–[46]. The JCFIE and MCFIE are

defined as

S-JCFIEkl := 1
ηk

S-T-EFIEkl + S-N-MFIEkl (3.46)

S-MCFIEkl := − S-N-EFIEkl + ηk S-T-MFIEkl (3.47)

and then combined

∑
k

∑
l

βkl S-JCFIEkl (JC-PMCHWT) (3.48)

∑
k

∑
l

βkl S-MCFIEkl (MC-PMCHWT) (3.49)

which is the CC-PMCHWT recipe [43]. Note that many other combination recipes

have been proposed and can easily be constructed using the S-N- and S-T- integral

equations defined in (3.40), (3.41), (3.42), and (3.43) [43]–[46].
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Method of Moments Solution

The multiregion integral equations can be solved using the familiar MoM

procedure, regardless of the combination recipe used.

(i) Discretization. The surfaces are meshed with triangular cells. Each edge of

the mesh is assigned a global index and a local index for each surface [39], [43]. The

preferred currents, JS,P and MS,P, are expanded on all surfaces using NS RWG basis

functions; using the global-index notation (no subscript):

JS,P(r) ≈
NS∑
n=1

IS[n]SP
n(r) (3.50)

MS,P(r) ≈
NS∑
n=1

VS[n]SP
n(r) (3.51)

and the local-index notation (kl subscript):

JS,P
kl (r) ≈

NSkl∑
n=1

IS
kl[n]SP

kl,n(r) (3.52)

MS,P
kl (r) ≈

NSkl∑
n=1

VS
kl[n]SP

kl,n(r). (3.53)

The local and global notations are related via

 IS
kl

VS
kl

 =

CS
kl 0

0 CS
kl


 IS

VS

 , (3.54)

where IS and VS are both size NS × 1 and store all of the unknown coefficients in

the global notation order, IS
kl and VS

kl are both size NSkl × 1 and store the unknown

coefficients in the local notation order for Skl, and CS
kl is an NSkl ×NS sparse-selection

matrix with NSkl nonzero entries that selects the coefficients corresponding to basis
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functions on Skl from the entire set of coefficients. In each row of CS
kl, there is only

one non-zero entry whose value is 1 at the column corresponding to that row’s global

index. Note that CS
kk = ∅ because Skk = ∅ and NSkk = 0.

(ii) Galerkin testing. For both the EH-PMCHWT and CC-PMCHWT formula-

tions, the corresponding integral equations are Galerkin tested with RWG functions

on each Skl. The resulting 2NSkl × 2NSkl system of equations for each formulation can

be written in matrix form using the global-index notation

 ZSS
EJ ZSS

EM

ZSS
HJ ZSS

HM


 IS

VS

 =

Vinc,S

Iinc,S

 , (3.55)

where Vinc,S and Iinc,S are the NS × 1 tested incident-field vectors organized accor-

ding to the global index, corresponding to the {EFIE/JCFIE} and {MFIE/MCFIE}

component of the {EH-PMCHWT/CC-PMCHWT} equations, respectively. While it

shows the overall system of equations that must be solved, the global notation form is

not particularly insightful from a physical perspective; e.g., it is not clear that the

global system of equations is sparse. Furthermore, it does not show how the matrix

and vectors are formed by combining equations from smaller sub-problems in each

region. Using (3.54), the global matrices and vectors can be expressed in terms of

local pieces as

 ZSS
EJ ZSS

EM

ZSS
HJ ZSS

HM

 =
∑
k

∑
l

CST
kl 0

0 CST
kl


 ZSS

EJ kl ZSS
EM kl

ZSS
HJ kl ZSS

HM kl

 (3.56)

Vinc,S

Iinc,S

 =
∑
k

∑
l

CST
kl 0

0 CST
kl


Vinc,S

kl

Iinc,S
kl

 , (3.57)
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such that  ZSS
EJ kl ZSS

EM kl

ZSS
HJ kl ZSS

HM kl


 IS

VS

 =

Vinc,S
kl

Iinc,S
kl

 . (3.58)

Here, ZSS
kl are 2NSkl × 2NS matrices that relate the global current coefficients to the

tested field on Skl in region k. The matrices ZSS
kl can be decomposed even further:

 ZSS
EJ kl ZSS

EM kl

ZSS
HJ kl ZSS

HM kl

 =
∑
l′

 ZSS
EJ kll′ ZSS

EM kll′

ZSS
HJ kll′ ZSS

HM kll′


CS

kl′ 0

0 CS
kl′

 , (3.59)

where ZSS
kll′ are 2NSkl × 2NSkl′ dense matrices that relate the current on Skl′ to the

tested field on Skl in region k.

For EH-PMCHWT, the matrices and vectors are given by

 ZSS
EJ kll′ ZSS

EM kll′

ZSS
HJ kll′ ZSS

HM kll′

 =

ηkLSS
kll′ KSS

kll′

−KSS
kll′ LSS

kll′/ηk

 (3.60)

Vinc,S
kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, Einc

k

〉
(3.61)

Iinc,S
kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, Hinc

k

〉
, (3.62)

and for CC-PMCHWT they are given by

 ZSS
EJ kll′ ZSS

EM kll′

ZSS
HJ kll′ ZSS

HM kll′

 =

 (LSS
kll′ − ×KSS

kll′) (×LSS
kll′ + KSS

kll′)/ηk

−ηk(×LSS
kll′ + KSS

kll′) (LSS
kll′ − ×KSS

kll′)

 (3.63)

Vinc,S
kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, Einc

k /ηk + n̂kl ×Hinc
k

〉
(3.64)

Iinc,S
kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, ηkHinc

k − n̂kl × Einc
k

〉
. (3.65)
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The entries of the corresponding submatrices are:

LSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
Skl,m(r), αkl′Lk

(
Skl′,n(r′), r

)〉
(3.66a)

KSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
Skl,m(r), n̂kl′,n(r)× αkl′Skl′,n(r) + αkl′Kk

(
Skl′,n(r′), r

)〉
(3.66b)

×LSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
Skl,m(r), αkl′n̂kl(r)× Lk

(
Skl′,n(r′), r

)〉
(3.66c)

×KSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
Skl,m(r), −αkl′Skl′,n(r) + αkl′n̂kl(r)×Kk

(
Skl′,n(r′), r

)〉
. (3.66d)

In short, the global-index matrix ZSS in (3.56) can be expressed in terms of local-index

matrices as

 ZSS
EJ ZSS

EM

ZSS
HJ ZSS

HM

 =
∑
k

∑
l

CST
kl 0

0 CST
kl

∑
l′

 ZSS
EJ kll′ ZSS

EM kll′

ZSS
HJ kll′ ZSS

HM kll′


CS

kl′ 0

0 CS
kl′

 (3.67)

Subsection A.2.3 provides the complete list of equations for the submatrices used in

the MoM solution of the multiregion integral equations for both the EH-PMCHWT

and CC-PMCHWT formulations.

(iii) Solution of system of equations. The resulting system of equations from

either formulation is generally a sparse matrix for large enough K, i.e., the number of

nonzero entries is NS,nz ≤ 4N2
S ; however, for K = 2, the matrix is dense. Specifically,

there are NS,nz = 4∑
k

∑
l>k

NSklNSint
kl

nonzero entries in the global matrix, where NSint
kl

=

NSk + NSl −NSkl is the number of testing functions that the basis functions on Skl

interact with in Rk and Rl. The iterative solution for the system of equations requires

O(NS,nz) operations to fill the matrix entries, O(NS,nz) bytes of memory to store the

matrix, and O(NS,nz) operations per iteration to perform the multiplication [39], [43].
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3.2 Multiregion Hybrid Integral-Equation Formulation

The coupled surface-volume integral equation formulation works well for weara-

ble (external) devices where the device and the human do not physically touch so that

their meshes do not need to be consistent with one another. For a simplified body

model that can be easily drawn and meshed in a CAD program (e.g., a homogeneous

block), it is possible to use the coupled surface-volume integral equation formulation

to simulate an implanted device, provided that the CAD program can mesh the device

inside the volume. However, for anatomical body models that are highly inhomoge-

neous, it is difficult to modify the initial mesh to place the device inside the body,

especially if the body model is voxel-based. Furthermore, it is also difficult to ensure

that the device’s mesh is consistent with the body’s mesh since their features may

be at different length scales (e.g., a curved antenna requiring fine elements to obtain

an accurate representation). To avoid the meshing challenges, a multiregion hybrid

integral-equation formulation is proposed that removes voxels from the implant site

(which is currently assumed to be a single tissue) and replaces the voxels with an

equivalent surface to create a two-region problem. For the external problem, the body

and equivalent surface are radiating in a homogeneous free space background; for the

internal problem, the device and equivalent surface are radiating in a homogeneous

background whose material properties are the same as the tissue that was removed.

For the internal problem, the region between the equivalent surface and the device does

not need to be meshed, allowing device models to be easily implanted in voxel-based

anatomical human models at arbitrary locations and orientations [47], [48].

The multiregion hybrid integral equation formulation extends the multiregion

integral equation formulation presented in Subsection 3.1.3 by adding the ability

to have inhomogeneous dielectric volumes and PEC surfaces inside each region [47],
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[48]. The multiregion hybrid integral equation formulation has been previously used

to mitigate high-contrast discretization problems in [49] with the EH-PMCHWT

combination recipe and in [50] where a 2-D formulation is used for plasma applications

with a Muller-CFIE combination recipe. Here, the multiregion hybrid integral equation

is proposed to remove the meshing challenges accompanied with inserting a device

inside of a fixed anatomical human mesh. Furthermore, the formulation uses the CC-

PMCHWT combination recipe that is expected to yield better conditioning compared

to the EH-PMCHWT recipe.

Formulation

Each of the integral equations that were formulated above must be extended.

The coupled surface-volume EFIEs in (3.24) and (3.25) are generalized to an arbitrary

region k and then the scattering from the equivalent surface currents on Sk must be

added:

D̃V
k (r)
ε̃(r) = Einc

k (r)− ηkLk
(
JS,PEC
k (r′), r

)
− ηkLk

(
jωκk(r′)D̃V

k (r′), r
)

−
∑
l′
ηkLk

(
JS,eq
kl′ (r′), r

)
−
∑
l′
Kk
(
MS,eq

kl′ (r′), r
)

(3.68)

n̂× n̂× Einc
k (r) = n̂× n̂×

[
ηkLk

(
JS,PEC
k (r′), r

)
+ ηkLk

(
jωκk(r′)D̃V

k (r′), r
)

+
∑
l′
ηkLk

(
JS,eq
kl′ (r′), r

)
+
∑
l′
Kk
(
MS,eq

kl′ (r′), r
)]
. (3.69)
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The multiregion integral equations from (3.40)–(3.43) are extended by adding the

scattering from the PEC surfaces and inhomogeneous volumes in region k:

H-S-N-EFIEkl : n̂kl × Einc
k (r) = −αklMS,P

kl (r)

+ αklηkn̂kl × Lk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
+ αkln̂kl ×Kk

(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

+ ηkn̂kl × Lk
(
JS,PEC
k (r′) + ηkn̂kl × Lk

(
jωκk(r′)D̃V

k (r′), r
)
, r
)

(3.70)

H-S-N-MFIEkl : n̂kl ×Hinc
k (r) = αklJS,P

kl (r)

− αkln̂kl ×Kk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
+ αkl
ηk

n̂kl × Lk
(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

− n̂kl ×Kk
(
JS,PEC
k (r′), r

)
− n̂kl ×Kk

(
jωκk(r′)D̃V

k (r′), r
)

(3.71)

H-S-T-EFIEkl : −n̂kl × n̂kl × Einc
k (r) = n̂kl × αklMS,P

kl (r)

− αkln̂kl × n̂kl × ηkLk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
− αkln̂kl × n̂kl ×Kk

(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

− n̂kl × n̂kl × ηkLk
(
JS,PEC
k (r′), r

)
− n̂kl × n̂kl × ηkLk

(
jωκk(r′)D̃V

k (r′), r
)

(3.72)

H-S-T-MFIEkl : −n̂kl × n̂kl ×Hinc
k (r) = −n̂kl × αklJS,P

kl (r)

+ αkln̂kl × n̂kl ×Kk
(
JS,P
kl (r′), r

)
− αkl

ηk
n̂kl × n̂kl × Lk

(
MS,P

kl (r′), r
)

+ n̂kl × n̂kl ×Kk
(
JS,PEC
k (r′), r

)
+ n̂kl × n̂kl ×Kk

(
jωκk(r′)D̃V

k (r′), r
)
. (3.73)

These extended “hybrid” multiregion integral equations can be similarly combined as

in (3.44), (3.45), (3.48), and (3.49), except that the “hybrid” integral equations are

used instead of their original counterparts.

Method of Moments Solution

The classical MoM procedure is used to solve for the unknown quantities:

D̃V, JS,PEC, JS,P, and MS,P. For the multiregion hybrid integral equations, the steps
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are similar to the those detailed in Subsections 3.1.1-3.1.3 for the various integral

equations. The modifications required for the multiregion hybrid integral equation

formulation are detailed next.

(i) Discretization. The discretization of D̃V and JS,PEC in (3.15) and (3.26) is

modified to include basis functions from all regions:

D̃V(r) ≈
NV∑
n=1

IV[n]fn(r) D̃V
k (r) ≈

NVk∑
n=1

IV
k [n]fk,n(r) (3.74)

JS,PEC(r) ≈
NPEC∑
n=1

IPEC[n]SPEC
n (r) JS,PEC

k (r) ≈
NPECk∑
n=1

IPEC
k [n]SPEC

k,n (r) (3.75)

where NVk and NPECk denote the number of volume and PEC basis functions in region

k. The first summation for each represents the global-index notation and the second

summation represents local index for region k, similar to subsection 3.1.3 except that

now the local index scheme is for an entire region k instead of each surface Skl. The

discretization of JS,P and MS,P remains unchanged from (3.50)–(3.53).

Sparse-selection matrices must be defined for the volume and PEC basis

functions so that the overall system of equations can be constructed from each region’s

contribution. Similar to CS
kl in Subsection 3.1.3, let CX

kk for X ∈ {V,PEC} denote an

NXk×NX sparse-selection matrix that selects the coefficients for the local-indexed basis

functions in region k from the global-indexed coefficient list. As before, there is one

non-zero entry with value 1 for each row of CX
kk located at the column corresponding

to the global index of the basis function. Note that while there may be volume or PEC

objects in every region, each volume and PEC basis function belongs to one and only

region, thus CX
kl = ∅ for k 6= l. Additionally, define αkk = βkk = 1 (which only affect

the V and PEC coefficients and equations because Skk = ∅ for the S coefficients and

equations). Adopting this notation for the basis functions that belong to a single region
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simplifies the equations when they are combined with the basis functions on surfaces

bounding piecewise homogeneous regions or surfaces where equivalence principle is

used to decompose the problem into sub-problems.

(ii) Galerkin testing. The modified volume and surface integral equations

in (3.68) and (3.69) are Galerkin tested with κk,mfk,m and SPEC
k,m , respectively. The

modified surface integral equations in (3.70)–(3.73) are combined using a given recipe

(e.g., EH- or CC-PMCHWT) and Galerkin tested with SP
kl,m. The resulting system of

equations can be written (using global notation) in matrix form as



ZVV
EJ ZVPEC

EJ ZVS
EJ ZVS

EM

ZPECV
EJ ZPECPEC

EJ ZPECS
EJ ZPECS

EM

ZSV
EJ ZSPEC

EJ ZSS
EJ ZSS

EM

ZSV
HJ ZSPEC

HJ ZSS
HJ ZSS

HM





IV

IPEC

IS

VS


=



Vinc,V

Vinc,PEC

Vinc,S

Iinc,S


, (3.76)

where each submatrix can be converted to the local notation via an equation of the

same form as (3.67):

ZAB
XY =

∑
k

∑
l

CAT
kl

∑
l′

ZAB
XY kll′CB

kl′ , for


XY ∈ {EJ,EM,HJ,HM}

A,B ∈ {V,PEC, S}
. (3.77)

The submatrices are described in Table 3.1 for the EH- and CC- PMCHWT combi-

nation recipes. Note that for the CC-PMCHWT combination, the first two rows of

(3.76) are divided by ηk since the EFIE in the S-JCFIE in (3.46) is also divided by ηk.
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Submatrix EH-PMCHWT CC-PMCHWT Bounds [m;n]

ZVV
EJ kll′ ηkLVV

kll′ + DVV
kll′ LVV

kll′ + DVV
kll′/ηk [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZVPEC
EJ kll′ ηkLVPEC

kll′ LVPEC
kll′ [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZVS
EJ kll′ ηkLVS

kll′ LVS
kll′ [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZVS
EM kll′ KVS

kll′ KVS
kll′/ηk [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZPECV
EJ kll′ ηkLPECV

kll′ LPECV
kll′ [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZPECPEC
EJ kll′ ηkLPECPEC

kll′ LPECPEC
kll′ [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZPECS
EJ kll′ ηkLPECS

kll′ LPECS
kll′ [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZPECS
EM kll′ KPECS

kll′ KPECS
kll′ /ηk [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSV
EJ kll′ ηkLSV

kll′ LSV
kll′ − KSV

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZSPEC
EJ kll′ ηkLSPEC

kll′ LSPEC
kll′ − KSPEC

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZSS
EJ kll′ ηkLSS

kll′ LSS
kll′ − KSS

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSS
EM kll′ KSS

kll′ ( LSS
× kll′ + KSS

kll′)/ηk [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSV
HJ kll′ −KSV

kll′ −ηk( LSV
× kll′ + KSV

kll′) [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZSPEC
HJ kll′ −KSPEC

kll′ −ηk( LSPEC
× kll′ + KSPEC

kll′ ) [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZSS
HJ kll′ −KSS

kll′ −ηk( LSS
× kll′ + KSS

kll′) [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSS
HM kll′ LSS

kll′/ηk LSS
kll′ − KSS

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

Vinc,V
kl Vinc,V

EH kl Vinc,V
EH kl /ηk [1, . . . , NVk ]

Vinc,PEC
kl Vinc,PEC

EH kl Vinc,PEC
EH kl /ηk [1, . . . , NPECk ]

Vinc,S
kl Vinc,S

EH kl Vinc,S
CC kl [1, . . . , NSkl ]

Iinc,S
kl Iinc,S

EH kl Iinc,S
CC kl [1, . . . , NSkl ]

Table 3.1: Multiregion hybrid integral-equation MoM submatrices for EH- and CC-
PMCHWT combination recipes

The entries of the operator submatrices are listed in Subsection A.2.4.
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(iii) Solution of system of equations. The overall system of equations in (3.76)

is generally sparse for large enough K and is comprised of the dense submatrix blocks

defined in (A.25). The total number of nonzero entries in the dense submatrices is

Nnz =
K−1∑
k=1

(NVk +NPECk)(NVk +NPECk)

+
K−1∑
k=1

(NVk +NPECk)(2NSk)

+
K−1∑
k=1

(2NSk)(NVk +NPECk)

+
K−1∑
k=1

K−1∑
l=k+1

(2NSkl)(2NSint
kl

), (3.78)

where NSint
kl

= NSk +NSl −NSkl . The computational costs to iteratively solve the MoM

system of equations are: O(Nnz) operations to fill the submatrices, O(Nnz) bytes to

store them, and O(Nnz) operations for a matrix-vector multiplication performed at

each iteration.

For the BioEM problems considered in this work, the number of unknowns

from an anatomical model, NV,body, is significantly larger than the other unknown

quantities, resulting in Nnz ∼ N2
V,body. Since NV,body can go as large as 108–109,

advanced fast algorithms are clearly required to solve the problem.

3.2.1 Implanted/Ingested Device Simulation Procedure

Next, the utility of the multiregion hybrid integral-equation formulation for

simulating devices that are placed inside a human body model is demonstrated. To

clarify the modeling/meshing difficulty, consider Figure 3.3, which shows an example

problem setup for placing a device inside the human body model, indicating its desired

position inside the pre-meshed human body model. Just like many others, traditional
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Figure 3.3: The problem setup for a wireless device with a spiral antenna (V ant.)
placed inside of an inhomogeneous human body model (V body). The device shown in
the figure is not meshed, but simply drawn over the human model’s mesh to show its
placement.

formulations and integral-equation simulation methods require that the entire mesh,

including the device and human models, is consistent/conformal, i.e., there should

be no vertices placed in the middle of a cell, face, or line, but all must be connected.

Creating a consistent mesh of the human model and the device together is challenging

due to the difference in feature sizes between the thin spiral arms and the voxels of

the human mesh and the difficulty of modifying high-fidelity human models.

Instead of simultaneously modeling and consistently meshing the human model

and the device, the multiregion hybrid integral-equation method can be used without

introducing any simplifying approximations. The inhomogeneous human body model

is located in a homogeneous (free-space) background. First, a set of voxels (assumed
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Figure 3.4: A set of voxels are removed from the human model mesh and an equivalent
surface Seq (shown in red) is created that surrounds the removed tissue. The device
is placed inside the equivalent surface. The background for the region inside the
equivalent surface is set to ε1, µ1, matching the electromagnetic properties of the
removed tissue.

to be of the same tissue for simplicity, but not required) are removed from the human

body mesh. Next, a surface mesh is created that is on the outer boundary of the

removed voxels as shown in red in Figure 3.4—this is the equivalent surface, Seq. The

meshed device is then placed inside the equivalent surface and the problem is split

into external and internal equivalent problems. In the external equivalent problem

(Figure 3.5a), the volumetric currents on the human body mesh and the equivalent

surface currents radiate in a background medium that is ε0, µ0 everywhere. In the

internal equivalent problem (Figure 3.5b), the volumetric and surface currents on the

device and the (opposite directed) equivalent surface currents radiate in a background

medium that is ε1, µ1 everywhere. For integral-equation methods, the background
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(a) External Equivalent Problem (b) Internal Equivalent Problem

Figure 3.5: The external and internal equivalent problems for the resulting two-region
hybrid integral equation formulation.

media is characterized through the Green’s function and is thus not meshed and does

not have any current unknowns associated with it. A main benefit of this approach is

that the human body mesh does not touch any of the device meshes, allowing for the

two to be independently meshed, effectively eliminating the modeling challenge.

Assuming that the body model contains only volumetric unknowns and the

antenna model consists of only PEC surface unknowns, the system of equations

corresponding to the two-region problem in can be written (using global notation) as



ZVV
EJ 0 ZVS

EJ 0 ZVS
EM 0 0

ZSV
EJ 0 ZSS

EJ 0 + ZSS
EJ 1 ZSS

EM 0 + ZSS
EM 1 ZSPEC

EJ 1

ZSV
HJ 0 ZSS

HJ 0 + ZSS
HJ 1 ZSS

HM 0 + ZSS
HM 1 ZSPEC

HJ 1

0 ZPECS
EJ 1 ZPECS

EM 1 ZPECPEC
EJ 1





IV

IS

VS

IPEC


=



Vinc,V

Vinc,S

Iinc,S

Vinc,PEC


.

(3.79)
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3.3 Verification Results

To verify the proposed formulation, the radiation pattern of a small loop

antenna implanted in a spherical head phantom was calculated using the proposed

multiregion hybrid integral-equation formulation. The PEC loop antenna has a 1 mm

outer radius, is 0.1 mm thick, is positioned in the xy-plane at (0 mm, 50 mm, 0 mm),

and is operated at 900 MHz. The loop is implanted in a four-layer head-sized sphere

centered at the origin (see Subsection 6.4.1). In the simulations, a two-region problem

was formulated by introducing an equivalent surface at the inner-most interface; as a

result, the innermost layer of the sphere was not meshed and the antenna could be

independently meshed. The surface current density on the antenna was discretized

using NPEC2 = 592 unknowns and the structure was excited using two delta-gap

functions next to each other. The remaining layers of the sphere were meshed using

either tetrahedral or voxel elements with ∼8 mm3 volume (these meshes were obtained

by simply removing the inner-most layer’s mesh elements from the benchmark problem

meshes in [21],[51]); the equivalent surface was meshed using triangular elements

conformal to the volumetric elements at the interface (Figure 3.6). These meshes

resulted in either NV1 = 443714 or NV1 = 800012 unknowns in the outer region and

2NS12 = 2× 18981 or 2NS12 = 2× 120072 unknowns on the interface.

The radiation pattern of the loop antenna is compared to that for an impressed

magnetic Hertzian dipole in Figure 3.7. The Hertzian dipole results were obtained by

formulating a single-region problem and meshing all the volumes in the layered sphere

using tetrahedral elements, which resulted in NV1 = 1276029 unknowns. Figure 3.7

shows an overall good agreement between the results of the two-region simulations

excited by the loop antenna and the single-region one excited by the magnetic Hertzian

dipole. The discrepancies in the results can be attributed to the staircasing errors
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108 mm
� �

�

1 mm

0.1 mm

Figure 3.6: The loop antenna implanted in a four-layer head-sized sphere. An
equivalent surface is introduced at the interface of the brain average (purple) and
bone average (yellow) layers. The other layers are meshed either using tetrahedral
(left) or voxel (right) elements.

arising from the voxel meshes and the approximation inherent in representing the

loop antenna as a magnetic Hertzian dipole. Note that all of these problems are too

large to be solved by the classical MoM procedure in Section 3.2; they were actually

simulated by using the method in Section 4.3.

3.4 Summary

This chapter reviewed various integral-equation formulations and formulated

the multiregion hybrid surface-volume integral equation using a consistent notation.

It also formulated the iterative MoM solution and analyzed its computational costs

theoretically. A main benefit of the multiregion formulation is that it simplifies
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Figure 3.7: The radiation pattern for the implanted loop antenna found using the
two-region formulation with tetrahedral and voxel meshes vs. that for a magnetic
Hertzian dipole found using a single-region formulation with tetrahedral elements. (a)
The xz cut. (b) The yz cut.

model/mesh generation for devices implanted in complex human body models as it

does not require the body model to be meshed conformally with the device model,

which is especially difficult for anatomical body models. Instead, the formulation

requires the body model to conform to an equivalent surface that is introduced to

separate the problem into internal and external regions; this can be ensured easily

by choosing the equivalent surface appropriately and meshing it conformally. The

formulation and its numerical solution were verified for a loop antenna implanted in a

layered head phantom.
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Chapter 4

High-Performance Algorithms

This chapter presents several algorithms for accelerating the solution of the

integral equations presented in Section 3.2. Section 4.1 provides a brief motivation.

Section 4.2 sets up the two-region problem for a device inside or near a human

body model using the multiregion hybrid integral equations, simplifying parts of the

formulation in Section 3.2 and organizing the unknowns into three groups: body,

equivalent surface, and antenna. Section 4.3 presents an FFT-based algorithm, the

multiple-grid AIM, to accelerate the iterative solution of this formulation. Section 4.4

presents pre-conditioning methods used to reduce the number of iterations. Section 4.5

presents a Schur-Complement method framework and its potential for accelerating

the device design process. Section 4.6 describes the parallel algorithms used in this

dissertation. Section 4.7 shows numerical results obtained using the proposed method.

4.1 Background

As described in the Chapter 1, the typical simulation-based design process for

antennas operating near/on/in the human body [2] requires candidate antennas to be

simulated in the presence of increasingly realistic body models. These models progress

from simple homogeneous backgrounds and (planar, cuboid, or spherical) layered

structures in the early stages of the design to complex inhomogeneous anatomical

human models at later stages. Efficient computational methods are needed at each

stage of the process to perform multiple simulations for each antenna design iteration,

e.g., to account for variations/uncertainties and ensure safe and efficient device
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operation. As the fidelity of the body models increase and the models become more

realistic (and thus complex), more advanced algorithms are required to be able to

perform the simulations in practical times with useful accuracy. Such simulations must

account for both the presence of human models, which can comprise over 100 million

voxels if high-fidelity anatomical models are used [12], [13], [52], and the inclusion of

thin conductors and curved geometries that are positioned/oriented arbitrarily relative

to the human model.

4.2 Two-Region Hybrid Integral-Equation Formulation

A promising approach to perform the analysis of interest is to use a multire-

gion integral equation formulation as described in Subsection 3.2.1. This approach,

which was initially proposed in [47] (and accelerated in [48]) for analyzing implanted

antennas, avoids the complications arising from the generation of consistent antenna

and body meshes. Similar to [49], [53], an internal and an external equivalent problem

are formulated by placing electric and magnetic surface currents tangential to the

boundary of a transition region. The problems are coupled at the boundary and

solved simultaneously for surface unknowns on the antenna model, surface unknowns

on the outer boundary of the transition region, and volume unknowns in the human

body following the procedure described in Subsection 3.2.1. This leads a two-region

hybrid-integral equation formulation that combines the internal and external equivalent

problems using the CC-PMCHWT (also known as JMCFIE [44]) recipe.

The MoM system of equations in (3.79) resulting from the discretization of
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this class of problems can be expressed as



external︷ ︸︸ ︷
ZBB

0 ZBE
0 0

ZEB
0 ZEE

0 0

0 0 0

+

internal︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 0 0

0 ZEE
1 ZEA

1

0 ZAE
1 ZAA

1






IB

IE

IA

 =


Vinc,B

Vinc,E

Vinc,A

 , (4.1)

where the subscripts “0” and “1” indicate the external and internal equivalent problems.

The vectors Iq of length Nq q ∈ {B,E,A} denote the unknown coefficients of basis

functions defined either in the body volume B, on the equivalent surface E, or on

the antenna surface. The matrix blocks Zpq
k for p, q ∈ {B,E,A} represent the fields

radiated by q-type basis functions tested by p-type testing functions in region k. For

the problems of interest, NB � NA and NB � NE.

4.3 Multiple-Grid Adaptive Integral Method

The multiple-grid AIM is used to accelerate the iterative MoM solution [39],

[43], [54]. In the classical single-region (single-grid) AIM [55]–[57], the entire scattering

object is enclosed by a (single) auxiliary grid and the MoM matrix entries are separated

into near and far interactions. The far interactions are accelerated by exploiting the

translational invariance of the Green’s function, resulting in a (3 level) block-Toeplitz

structure matrix for interactions on the auxiliary grid; the near interactions are

pre-corrected versions of the original MoM matrix entries. The AIM algorithm

consists of four stages at each iteration: anterpolation (mesh-to-grid), FFT-accelerated

propagation (grid-to-grid), interpolation (grid-to-mesh), and correction (mesh-to-

mesh). The multiple-grid AIM performs this same procedure, but does so for each
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region. Now, however, only the surfaces and volumes belonging to that region need to

be enclosed by an auxiliary grid (as opposed to the entire object before), resulting in

significantly smaller auxiliary grids for some regions.

For theK-region problem, the method introducesK auxiliary grids C0, . . . , CK−1

that enclose the scattering objects present in the corresponding regions, i.e., Ck enclo-

ses all of the (surface and volume) basis functions that are in region k. Note that while

the auxiliary grids may overlap, it is not necessary for Ck to enclose the scattering

objects present in other regions. Each auxiliary grid is comprised of NC
k grid points

separated by ∆xk ,∆yk ,∆zk .

Unfortunately, the introduction of the antenna unknowns via the surface EFIE

in the coupled surface-volume EFIE dramatically worsens the problem’s conditioning.

While this is partially ameliorated in the multiregion hybrid integral equation formu-

lation, it can still lead to slow convergence of the iterative solution. Next, methods

that improve the conditioning of the system of equations and reduce the number of

iterations in the iterative solution are presented.

4.4 Pre-Conditioning Methods

For the original MoM system, ZI = V, a left-preconditioner, P−1
L , can be

applied as P−1
L ZI = P−1

L V, where P−1
L is designed to reduce the spectrum of Z and

must be computable in a practical time frame. Two block pre-conditioning methods

that target the surface EFIE portion of the MoM system of equations are used in this

dissertation.

The first method combines the element-diagonal surface preconditioner propo-

sed in [58], [59] for RWG functions with the diagonal preconditioner for the remaining

equations. Specifically, the preconditioner is formed by filling the sparse matrix PED,
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whose non-zero entries are located at [i, j] where the RWG basis/testing functions

SPEC
i and SPEC

j have at least one overlapping patch. The element-diagonal block

matrix can be factorized/inverted using a sparse solver, e.g., MUMPS [60], combined

with the inverse of the diagonal matrix for the remaining equations, and then applied

with an additional matrix-vector multiplication (P−1
L (ZI)).

The second method combines the full-inverse surface preconditioner [34] for

the coupled surface-volume EFIE with the diagonal preconditioner for the remaining

equations to improve the conditioning. If the multiple-grid AIM [48] is preconditioned

by a full-inverse surface preconditioner [34], it would require O(NB + NE + N3
A)

operations to fill the matrices and factorize/invert ZAA
1 and O

(
N2

A+(NB+NE) log(NB+

NE) + (NE +NA) log(NE +NA)
)
operations per iteration.

Next, an alternative approach based on the Schur-complement method that

improves conditioning and effectively eliminates the antenna unknowns is presented.

4.5 Schur-Complement Method

From linear algebra, the Schur complement can be used to simplify the solution

of a 2×2-block matrix by solving one of the diagonal blocks and moving its effects onto

the other block’s system of equations. Here, the technique is applied to the internal

equivalent problem where the device’s diagonal block is moved onto the equivalent

surfaces’ diagonal block. This acts as a non-overlapping domain decomposition method

where the effect of the antenna is found in a secondary (internal) domain and is then

transferred to a load on the equivalent surface unknowns. In the primary (external)

domain, the loaded equivalent surface unknowns are solved together with the volume

unknowns in the body model. The proposed method is closely related to diakoptics

[61] and other integral equation domain decomposition methods [53]. Unlike those
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approaches, however, the proposed Schur-complement method is strictly derived from

a linear algebra formulation that works for non-overlapping domains regardless of the

particular choice of integral equations enforced on the equivalent surface or the details

of the numerical method used to solve the sub-domain problems.

The proposed method consists of three stages. In the first stage,
[
Z̃EE

1 ṼE
]

=

ZEA
1 (ZAA

1 )−1
[
ZAE

1 Vinc,A
]
is calculated for the secondary (internal) domain in three

steps:

Stage 1a: Fill ZAA
1 , ZAE

1 , and Vinc,A (4.2a)

Stage 1b: Solve ZAA
1 X =

[
ZAE

1 Vinc,A
]

(4.2b)

Stage 1c: Calculate ZEA
1 X =

[
Z̃EE

1 ṼE
]

(4.2c)

Here, X is an intermediate matrix of size NA × (NE + 1). In the second stage, Z̃EE
1

and ṼE are coupled to the equations from the primary (external) domain to find the

unknowns in that domain and on the equivalent surface; i.e.,

Stage 2: Fill and solve the system of equations

external︷ ︸︸ ︷ZBB
0 ZBE

0

ZEB
0 ZEE

0

+

internal + Schur complement︷ ︸︸ ︷0 0

0 ZEE
1 − Z̃EE

1



IB

IE

 =

 Vinc,B

Vinc,E − ṼE

 . (4.3)

In the third stage, the current on the equivalent surface is used to find the unknowns
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in the secondary (internal) domain:

Stage 3a: Fill ZAA
1 , ZAE

1 , and Vinc,A (4.4a)

Stage 3b: Solve ZAA
1 IA = Vinc,A − ZAE

1 IE (4.4b)

The first stage (4.2) can be interpreted as constructing an exact Z-parameter macromo-

del (an NE ×NE multiport transfer function block) for the antenna on the equivalent

surface. It can also be interpreted as constructing a numerical Green’s function for

the internal problem that accounts for the presence of the antenna. One benefit of

this multi-stage approach is that each stage may be independently accelerated. For

instance, a fast direct solver may be used in stage 1b (4.2b) and stage 3 (4.4), a fast

iterative solver may be used in stage 2 (4.3), and a fast matrix-vector product may be

used in stage 1c (4.2c).

The computational costs of the different stages of the method are considered

next. Stage 1a (4.2a) requires O(NANE +N2
A) operations. Stage 1b (4.2b) assuming

a direct solver is used, requires O(N3
A) operations to factorize ZAA

1 and O(N2
ANE) to

find the solution. Stage 1c (4.2c) requires O(N2
ENA) operations to perform the matrix-

matrix multiplication. Thus, using standard linear-algebra methods, stage 1 (4.2)

requires O(N3
A +NEN

2
A +N2

ENA) operations. Stage 2 (4.3), assuming the equations

are solved iteratively, the matrix-vector multiplication for the primary (external)

domain equations are accelerated by a fast method such as AIM, and ZEE
1 − Z̃EE

1 is

multiplied classically, requires O(NB +NE) operations to fill the pertinent matrices

and O
(
(NB + NE) log(NB + NE) + N2

E

)
operations per iteration [48]. Stage 3 (4.4),

much like stage 1 (4.2), requires O(NANE + N2
A) operations to fill matrices, O(N3

A)

operations to factorize ZAA
1 , O(NENA) operations to compute the right hand side,
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and O(N2
A) operations to find the solution.

The relative performance of this approach compared to the pre-conditioned

multiple-grid AIM approach in Section 4.3 depends on the values of NB and NE . In

the application of interest, it should be expected that NA � NE because antennas

and implanted devices contain important electromagnetically small features (e.g., feed

networks, electronic loads) that dictate dense discretizations. In this scenario, stage

1 (4.2) and stage 3 (4.4) can be considered as pre- and post-processing stages; stage

2 (4.3) becomes dominant; and the proposed method requires fewer operations per

iteration.

In addition to the improved conditioning, another key benefit of this approach

is the reuse of computed data across multiple simulations where portions of the

problem remain unchanged, similar to the multiregion formulation. Here, for instance,

depending on the scenario, the LU-factorization of ZAA
1 may only need to be computed

once for multiple simulations.

4.6 Parallelization

Various parallelization algorithms are used in this dissertation to accelerate the

solution on distributed-memory clusters. The multiple-grid AIM operations for each

region are parallelized independently; in each region, two different parallel workload

decompositions are performed: a three-dimensional balanced block decomposition is

used for correction operations and two-dimensional pencil decompositions are used for

FFTs and anter-/inter-polation operations [24], [57].

The sparse LU-factorization and back- and forward-substitution operations in

the element-diagonal surface pre-conditioner are parallelized using the MUMPS [60]

package. The dense LU-factorization and substituion operations in the full-inverse
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surface preconditioner and Schur-complement are parallelized using the Intel MKL

library [62].

4.7 Verification Results

To demonstrate the proposed methods and verify the accuracy of the imple-

mentation, radiation from the ingestible pill antenna in [63] is analyzed. The ingestible

antenna has a radius of 5.5 mm and a length of 17 mm; it is designed to go on the

outer-wall of a pill capsule as shown in Figure 4.1.

First, the antenna is placed in a homogeneous background with (frequency-

dependent) stomach tissue properties from [64]. The (single-region) coupled surface-

volume EFIE formulation in Subsection 3.1.2 is used for solving this problem with

the element-diagonal preconditioner described in Section 4.4. In this simulation, the

antenna surface was meshed using triangular elements with ∼ 0.27 mm gave rise

to NPEC1 = 2772 unknowns, and was excited using two delta-gap in the 100–800

MHz frequency range. The capsule volume was meshed using tetrahedral elements

of 0.044 mm3 average volume, which resulted in NV1 = 22829 unknowns. Figure 4.2

compares the |S11| parameter of the antenna computed using the single-region formu-

lation to those computed from a commercial finite-element solver. The results show

good agreement and also agree well with the simulations in [63]. They indicate that

the antenna has about a ±100 MHz bandwidth around 500 MHz operating frequency.

The current and field distribution on the antenna for the 500 MHz simulation are

shown in Figure 4.3.

Next, the antenna is placed in a finite-volume cylinder of 150-mm radius and

300-mm height filled with a homogeneous human phantom liquid (εr = 58, σ = 0.85

S/m), similar to the measurement setup in [63]. In this case, a two-region problem
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was formulated by introducing an equivalent surface either (i) on the surface of a

24× 24× 24mm3 cubic volume enclosing the pill or (ii) on the surface of cylinder. In

both cases, the outer-most region was free-space and the inner-region was filled with

the phantom fluid. In the first case, the liquid volume was meshed with tetrahedral

elements that resulted in NV1 = 796465 unknowns and the cube surface was meshed

with triangular elements that resulted in 2NS12 = 2× 162 unknowns; in the second

case, the cylinder surface was meshed with triangular elements that resulted in

2NS12 = 2× 14907 unknowns. The multiple-grid AIM method is used to perform both

simulations with the full-inverse surface preconditioner. The results are compared in

Figure 4.4a showing that both formulations agree well with each other and the results

in [63], verifying the formulation.

Next, the cubic volume enclosing the pill is placed inside the colon of the

AustinWoman model. The simulation is performed using both the above multiple-

grid AIM method and the Schur-Complement method; the results are compared in

Figure 4.5. The figure shows that the two methods yield the same far-field radiation,

despite the different approaches for solving the underlying problem, validating both.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: The pill antenna and its surface and volume mesh.
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Figure 4.2: The reflection coefficient of the pill antenna in a homogeneous background
filled with stomach material.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: The 500 MHz simulation results.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: The pill antenna radiating in a homogeneous cylinder. (a) The pill is
oriented in the y-axis. The blue line uses only an equivalent surface to represent the
cylinder; the dashed red line uses tetrahedral volume elements. (b) The pill is oriented
in the z-axis.
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(a) θ polarization. (b) φ polarization.

Figure 4.5: Radiation pattern from the pill antenna inside the colon of AustinWoman
v2.6. The results obtained using the multiregion hybrid integral formulation with are
shown in blue and compared to the results obtained using the Schur-Complement
method for the same simulation setup (AustinWoman v2.6 512 mm3). The results
in green are obtained with the multiregion hybrid integral formulation simulating
AustinWoman v2.6 64 mm3.
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Chapter 5

Postprocessing

This chapter presents two auxiliary grid-based algorithms to accelerate the

computation of near- and far-field distributions during the postprocessing stage of

the simulation. Section 5.1 defines the quantities of interest that are most relevant

to BioEM simulations and that require postprocessing after the solution stage of the

simulation. Section 5.2 presents an approach that projects currents onto an auxiliary

grid and then uses the far-field approximation to radiate from the grid to observers in

the far-field. Section 5.3 formulates a grid-based approach similar to AIM to find the

electric and magnetic fields in and around the model (i.e., the near-field distribution).

5.1 Quantities of Interest

One of the key quantities of interest for BioEM applications is the time-averaged

power absorbed in each tissue T :

P̄tissueT (ω) =
∫∫∫
VT

P̄ (r, ω) dV (W). (5.1)

Here, ω is the angular frequency of interest and the pointwise time-averaged absorbed

power density,

P̄ (r, ω) = σ(r, ω)|E(r, ω)|2

2 (W m−3), (5.2)

is integrated over VT , the volume of tissue T . Integrating over all of the tissues yields

another quantity of interest: the total time-averaged power absorbed by the models,

P̄total(ω).
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The absorbed power distribution is also important for BioEM applications.

Indeed, obtaining an accurate P̄total does not guarantee that the distribution is accurate

[21]. To find the distribution, the model volume is discretized into a grid comprised

of uniform 1× 1× 1 mm3 cells and the cell-averaged, time-averaged absorbed power

density is reported in each cell k,

¯̄Pcellk(ω) = 1
Vk

∫∫∫
Vk

P̄ (r, ω) dV (W m−3). (5.3)

Note that the integral in (5.3) must be carefully evaluated to ensure that the error

from numerical integration is not greater than the error in the computation that yields

P (r, ω), especially given that there will be material discontinuities in the cells due to

the curved layers.

In addition to the absorbed power distribution, other quantities of interest

for BioEM include the radiation pattern (for an antenna excitation), antenna return

loss, and field/current distributions (on the antenna/device or the electromagnetic

field distribution in the body model for MRI analysis). In other applications, the

bistatic and monostatic radar cross-section (RCS) from plane-wave excitations (e.g.,

low observable aircraft [29]) or near-field distributions (e.g., magnetic fields induced

by chip interrogation [65]) are of interest.

5.2 Far-Field Computation

Both the bistatic RCS and radiation pattern are derived from far-field quantities.

As r →∞, the r-dependence can be separated from the electric field, such that

E(r) ≈ Efar(θ, φ)e
−jk|r|

r
(5.4)
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For integral-equation methods, the scattered far-field can be obtained from the MoM

solution of the currents and combining (3.3) and (5.4).

To find the far-field at N far
obs observation angles, O(N far

obsNtot0) operations are

required where Ntot0 = NV0 +NPEC0 + 2NS0 . For small N far
obs (e.g., a single θ-cut) or

small Ntot0 (small problems), this is not a significant cost. However, to calculate the

far-field in 1◦ increments for high-fidelity large problems requires a significant number

of computations.

To reduce these computations, an auxiliary regular grid is introduced to the

outer-most region; the currents in the outer-most region are anterpolated onto this grid

and radiated from this grid to the far field. This algorithm requires O(N far
obsN

far
C0 +Ntot0)

operations, where N far
C0 is the number of points on the auxiliary grid. Because the

grid is uniform, because its spacing is determined only by the free-space wavelength,

and because anterpolation operations have to be done only once and do not have to

be repeated for different observation angles, this approach can reduce the far-field

computational costs significantly.

5.3 Near-Field Computation

The near-field quantities are used to find absorbed power and field distributions.

For integral-equation methods, the most general approach to find the near field at a

given observation point, r, is to radiate the currents obtained from the MoM solution

via (3.3) to obtain Esca(r) and Hsca(r). This approach is described and implemented

in two ways: the naïve brute-force method and a novel fast grid-based method. An

alternative interpolation approach is also described, but is only applicable when just

Section 5.3 is an extension of J. W. Massey and A. E. Yılmaz, “FFT-accelerated near-field
scattering evaluation”, in Proc. 2018 USNC-URSI Radio Sci. Meet., Boston, MA, Jul. 2018.
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the electric field distribution is the desired quantity and when using volume mesh cells

with the V-EFIE.

Recall that the unknown quantity that is solved for in MoM is approximated

by a set of unknown coefficients (I, V) on N sub-domain basis functions (fn) on the

discretized scattering object, i.e.,

J(r′) ≈
N∑
n=1

I[n]fn(r′) (5.5)

M(r′) ≈
N∑
n=1

V[n]fn(r′), (5.6)

for electric and magnetic currents, respectively. With divergence-conforming basis

functions (e.g., RWG [33], swg [30], and vrt [31] functions), the mixed-potential

formulation is used for the relevant integral equations. After the solution, the now-

known set of electric and magnetic current coefficients can be radiated to find the

scattered fields via (3.3) and (3.4), at observation position r, where the L and K

operators are defined in (3.5) and (3.5), respectively. The total electric and magnetic

fields are then found by adding the incident and scattered fields like before, (3.7) and

(3.8). Note that for r inside or near a basis function, the singularity in the Green’s

function must be treated.

5.3.1 Brute-Force Method

To find the fields at a set of Nnear
obs observation points, the brute-force method is

to simply loop over the set of observers and find the fields radiated by the currents on

the Ntot basis functions. This naïve approach can be represented as a matrix-vector
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multiplication:

−η0Lu −Ku

Ku −Lu/η0


 I

V

 =

Esca
u

Hsca
u

 for u ∈ {x, y, z}, (5.7)

where Lu and Ku are Nnear
obs ×Ntot matrices whose entries are

Lu[m,n] =
〈
ûδ (r− rm) , L0

(
fn(r′), r

)〉
(5.8)

Ku[m,n] =
〈
ûδ (r− rm) , K0

(
fn(r′), r

)〉
, (5.9)

and Esca
u and Hsca

u are Nnear
obs × 1 vectors of the u-component of the fields at the Nnear

obs

observation points. While each entry of Lu and Ku must be calculated, they do not need

to be explicitly stored if implemented inside of an observer loop. The inner product in

(5.8) and (5.9) indicates non-Galerkin testing (as opposed to the corresponding MoM

matrix entries that do Galerkin testing). The brute-force method requires O(NtotN
near
obs )

operations and negligible memory if the matrices are not explicitly stored.

5.3.2 Grid-Based Fast Method

First, a 3-D regular auxiliary grid of NC points is created that encloses all the

basis functions and observer points. Using this grid, the matrix blocks in (5.7) can be

approximated as

Lu ≈ LFFT
u + Lcorr

u and Ku ≈ KFFT
u + Kcorr

u , (5.10)
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where


LFFT
x

LFFT
y

LFFT
z

 = ¯̄Λ†obs


G 0 0 Gx

0 G 0 Gy

0 0 G Gz





Λx

Λy

Λz

Λ∇


(5.11)


KFFT
x

KFFT
y

KFFT
z

 = ¯̄Λ†obs


0 −Gz Gy

Gz 0 −Gx

−Gy Gx 0




Λx

Λy

Λz

 (5.12)

¯̄Λ†obs =


Λ†obs 0 0

0 Λ†obs 0

0 0 Λ†obs

 . (5.13)

When multiplied with the current coefficient vectors, the proposed method does

the following: (i) the currents are anterpolated onto the auxiliary grid via Λ{x,y,z,∇};

(ii) the sources on the auxiliary grid are radiated via {G,G{x,y,z}}, resulting in fields on

the auxiliary grid; (iii) the fields on the grid are interpolated to the observation points

via Λ†obs; (iv) the fields radiated from nearby currents are corrected via Lcorr
u and Kcorr

u .

The anterpolation matrices Λ{x,y,z,∇} are sparse NC × Ntot matrices whose

O(Ntot) nonzero entries are found via moment matching the {x̂, ŷ, ẑ,∇}·fn components

of the n basis function to sources on the auxiliary grid [55], [67]. These anterpolation

matrices are the same as those used in AIM [39], [57]. The propagation matrices,

{G,G{x,y,z} = ∂{x,y,z}G}, are dense NC × NC (three-level) block-Toeplitz matrices.

They are also the same as the propagation matrices used in AIM with entries G[m,m] =

0 (to avoid the singularity) and G[m,n] = g0(|rm − rn|) for grid points rm, rn [39],

[57].
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The interpolation matrix Λ†obs is a sparse Nnear
obs ×NC matrix whose nonzero

entries are found via moment matching a source at each observer point to sources on

the auxiliary grid [55], [67]. Unlike AIM, the proposed method is not Galerkin tested;

thus, the Λ and Λobs matrices are different.

The correction matrices Lcorr
u and Kcorr

u are sparse matrices whose nonzero

entries occur when observation point rm is near the support of fn(r′); their entries are

given by

Zcorr
u [m,n] = Zu[m,n]− ZFFT

u [m,n] for Z ∈ {L,K}. (5.14)

The computational costs for the proposed fast method scale as follows: (i)

O(Ntot) operations to anterpolate the current and O(Ntot + NC) bytes to store the

currents; (ii) O(NC logNC) operations to propagate via 3-D FFTs the currents on the

grid to fields on the grid and O(NC) bytes to store the field values on the grid; (iii)

O(Nnear
obs ) operations to interpolate the fields (when done on the fly inside of an observer

loop, the memory cost is negligible); (iv) O(Nnear
obs ) operations to fill and multiply the

correction matrices (again, memory requirements are negligible when done on the fly).

Thus, the proposed method requires a total of O(Ntot +NC logNC +Nnear
obs ) operations

and O(Ntot +NC) bytes.

Note that, similar to AIM, NC can be chosen such that it is proportional

to Ntot for volume integral equation methods and N1.5
tot at worst for surface integral

equation methods [39], [57].

5.3.3 Interpolation for V-EFIE

Alternatively, the electric near-field can be found by interpolation when using

the V-EFIE and for observation points inside the volume of interest. First, the basis
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functions are expanded to find D̃V inside the volume and then the electric field is

easily found using (3.12). This approach works well when it is known which cell every

robs is inside of (e.g., looping over cells and placing quadrature points inside each

cell), requiring O(Nnear
obs ) operations to find the near field at all of the observation

points. However, for an arbitrary robs distribution without knowledge of the cells each

point belongs to, it requires O(Ntot) operations to (naïvely) determine which cell the

observation point is inside of.
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Chapter 6

Benchmarking

This chapter Section 6.1 highlights the need for benchmarking in computational

sciences. Section 6.2 identifies key components of what makes a good benchmark.

Section 6.3 describes an approach that Section 6.4 presents the proposed Austin

Benchmark Suite for Computational Bioelectromagnetics. Section 6.5 contains perfor-

mance data from the benchmark suite for the fast numerical methods in Chapter 3

and compares it with performance data for other common numerical methods in

computational BioEM.

6.1 Motivation

As in other fields of computational science and engineering, researchers in

computational electromagnetics face “a large and growing credibility gap” because

“it’s become impossible to verify most of the results. . . at conferences and in papers”

[68]. In particular, computer experiments that accompany the presentation of a

novel algorithm—to demonstrate its performance and to bolster confidence in the

theoretical reasons for its superiority (in some sense) over (some) alternatives for

solving the problem of interest—in general cannot be corroborated by others and

often cannot even be repeated by the researchers themselves [69], [70]. This state of

affairs is in contradiction with the fact that “the success and credibility of science

are anchored in the willingness of scientists to: (i) Expose their ideas and results to

This chapter is an extension of J. W. Massey, C. Liu, and A. E. Yılmaz, “Benchmarking to close
the credibility gap: A computational BioEM benchmark suite”, in Proc. 2016 URSI Int. Symp.
Electromagn. Theory, Espoo, Finland: IEEE, Aug. 2016, pp. 207–210.
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independent testing and replication by others . . . (ii) Abandon or modify previously

accepted conclusions when confronted with more complete or reliable experimental

or observational evidence” [71]. It should be recognized that the time and resources

necessary for repetition, replication, variation, reproduction, and corroboration (see

[72] for precise definitions of these terms) of computational experiments may be

unfeasible and even “internal repetition,” where the same researchers attempt to

perform the same computation (using the exact same source code, compiler, and input

data on the exact same computer), can be more complicated than expected [72].

A related issue we face is the continuously expanding set of computational

methods that can be used to solve electromagnetic scattering problems. This expansion

is driven in part by the increasing complexity and variety of the problems of interest,

the persistent desire to find solutions more accurately and quickly, and the rapid

evolution/variation of computer hardware and software. As a consequence, it is

becoming more difficult to identify the “best method” among alternatives to solve a

problem of interest or to objectively determine “how much better” one method is over

others. There is an increasing risk that solution methods will be judged primarily

on their generality, simplicity, familiarity/popularity, or user friendliness rather than

their scientific/engineering merits (e.g., accuracy, efficiency, scalability).

Publicly available and commonly used benchmark suites can help alleviate

the credibility gap in computational electromagnetics and reduce the importance of

subjective factors when judging methods. Because of the wide range of applications

where electromagnetic scattering problems are encountered, a variety of benchmark

suites will have to be developed such that each suite emphasizes and exercises the

features of a computational method that are most relevant to the application of

interest. Despite their differences, each benchmark suite will have to contend with
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the same dilemma: It must contain problems, quantities of interest, and performance

metrics that are both specialized enough to be useful to the applications in a sub-field

of electromagnetics (e.g., radar, microstrip antennas, etc.) and general enough to be

predictive/representative for the different types of problems encountered in that sub-

field. This chapter presents the author’s opinions on what would make a benchmark

suite truly useful for advancing computational electromagnetics. It also presents an

example suite for BioEM.

6.2 What Makes a Good Computational Benchmark?

At least four ingredients are necessary if a benchmark is to help alleviate the

issues highlighted above. The first two ingredients are common in existing benchmarks

[73]–[77]:

(i) A precisely defined list of problems that are representative of a larger set of

problems. To lower the barrier to entry for new methods/researchers to the application

of interest, it is important that the list of problems spans different difficulty levels.

Ideally, the problems should range from “basic problems,” which can be solved by

generic methods on weak computers, and “moderate problems,” which can be solved

by advanced methods on powerful machines, to “hard problems,” which can only be

solved by the most advanced methods on high-performance computers, and “challenge

problems,” which cannot be solved with today’s technology but are potentially within

reach after additional research and development. Because of the continuing growth

in the power of methods and computers, the problem set should be periodically

evaluated to determine if new problems should be added, existing problems should be

recategorized, or some problems should be removed.

(ii) Clearly defined quantities of interest and reliable reference solutions for
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them. Fortunately, analytical reference solutions are available for analyzing scattering

from canonical shapes including spheres and spheroids [78], [79]. Such canonical

problems and their analytical solutions should be part of the benchmark suite as

much as possible. When analytical solutions exist, the benchmark must make such

reference solutions available, ensure that they are accurate to a large number of digits,

and perhaps identify the number of accurate digits in the reference [80]. For complex

problems where no analytical solutions exist, experimental or computational results

must be used as (unreliable) references and methodologies for comparing the methods

should be supplied [21].

The next two ingredients are often missing in existing benchmarks for compu-

tational electromagnetics.

(iii) Performance measures. Benchmark suites must include both error and

computational cost measures to enable performance comparisons. The accuracy

measures should consist of numeric quantities rather than alternatives, e.g., plots

of far fields that require visual inspection. The computational costs should include

both the execution (wall-clock) time, perhaps divided into preprocessing, solution,

and postprocessing components, and peak/total memory requirement for the solution.

Given the multitude of computing environments, it is imperative to also quantify the

total computational power [81], [82] available to the simulation and to normalize the

costs across platforms, i.e., to judge the methods’ computational efficiency.

(iv) Online databases. Databases that publicize the importance of the appli-

cation of interest, the relevance of the problems in the benchmark, and the relative

performances of existing methods for solving these problems are necessary to build

confidence in the benchmark, inform researchers and the public about the progress in

the sub-field, and to encourage new developments.
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6.3 Better Benchmarking

A potential pitfall in benchmarking is that computational methods are often

evaluated primarily by the same researchers who developed them; because the deve-

lopers become the judge, jury, and executioner of their own work, their assessments

are prone to intentional or unintentional biases and over-optimistic performance esti-

mates [83]. One possible avenue to avoid this pitfall is to adopt “challenge-based” or

“competition-based” benchmarking: split the problem list/data in the benchmark into

a publicly available validation set that can be used for algorithm development and a

privately held test set that is used for final performance evaluation [83]. Despite the

myriad of limitations, barriers to participation, and costs of such benchmarking [83],

blinding the method developers to part of the benchmarking process is an important

ingredient to improve matters. A practical approach for realizing this is to perform

benchmarking in two stages:

(i) Define, initialize, and distribute: In the first stage, benchmark builders define

an appropriate set of problems, the particular quantities of interest in these problems,

and the performance measures that will be used to compare alternative solution

methods. They also apply one or more methods to solve the benchmark problems

and report the errors, costs, and method descriptions for these initial solutions. The

builders then distribute the benchmark suite (the problem set, quantities of interest,

performance measures, and results/reports for sample methods) and part of the

reference solutions (e.g., one cut of the radiation pattern) to the participants.

(ii) Collect, quantify, and publicize: In the second stage, the builders collect

solutions for the quantities of interest, descriptions of the methods used to find

these solutions, error measurements for the publicly available portion of the reference

solutions, and computational cost measurements from the participants. They evaluate
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the errors in the solicited solutions first relative to the disclosed reference solutions

(confirming the integrity of the participants’ submissions) and then relative to the

undisclosed reference solutions (e.g., the full radiation pattern). The builders then

publish the errors, computational costs, and descriptions of the solution methods.

6.4 The Austin Benchmark Suite for Computational Bioelec-

tromagnetics

Next, to demonstrate the process, a benchmark suite for computational BioEM

is developed.

6.4.1 Benchmark Problem Set

The problems in the benchmark are intended to provide information about

different BioEM simulation methods when computing scattering from human head

and body models illuminated by impressed time-harmonic sources.

Models

The benchmark consists of models of increasing size and complexity. The

basic problems in the benchmark require the solution of scattering from a head-

sized sphere of 108-mm radius. Both a homogeneous head model composed of the

(frequency-dependent) IEEE head tissue-equivalent material from [84] and a piecewise-

homogeneous head model that is composed of four layers [21]: 4 mm skin (dry), 4

mm fat, 8 mm bone average (mean of bone cortical and bone marrow), and 92 mm

brain average (mean of grey matter and white matter) are included in the benchmark

(Figure 6.1). The frequency-dependent material properties are obtained from [64].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.1: Visualization of the heterogeneous head and body models used in the
BioEM benchmark suite: (a) layered head-sized sphere, (b) layered body-sized spheroid,
(c) AustinMan v2.3, and (d) AustinWoman v2.3.

The moderate problems in the benchmark ask for the solution of scattering

from a body-sized prolate spheroid. They include a homogeneous spheroid composed

of an equivalent material from [85]; its semi-minor and semi-major axes are of lengths

a = 172 mm and c = 880 mm. The spheroid’s axis of revolution is aligned with the

z-axis. Also included in the benchmark is a piecewise homogeneous version of the

spheroid composed of skin (dry), muscle, and bone average (mean of bone cortical
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and bone marrow) layers, whose outer boundaries are at {a, c} = {172, 880} mm,

{125, 872} mm, and {42, 864} mm, respectively. The frequency-dependent material

parameters for these tissues are obtained from [64].

The hard problems in the benchmark ask for the solution of scattering from

anatomically accurate human models AustinMan v2.3 and AustinWoman v2.3, which

were developed from segmented cross-sectional images from the Visible Human Project

[12], [13], [86]. These pixel-based models, detailed at [16], were chosen because of

their high fidelity and because of their availability (e.g., they are not restricted to

one commercial package). Both homogeneous versions and highly heterogeneous

voxel versions of the models (of 8× 8× 8 mm3, 4× 4× 4 mm3, 2× 2× 2 mm3, and

1× 1× 1 mm3 resolutions) are included in the benchmark. The models are standing

in the +z direction and facing in the +x direction.

The challenge problems in the benchmark call for the study of material property

variations. Specifically, the permittivity and conductivity of the tissues in the above

models are not fixed but assumed to be within ±10% of the values provided in the

other problems with a uniform probability distribution.

Excitation

All the models are excited by a uniform ẑ-polarized plane-wave traveling in

the +x direction. This illuminates the human models from behind, where the power

absorbed was maximum as reported in [24].

Frequencies

The problems are required be solved at three frequencies in the ultrahigh-

frequency (UHF) band: 402 MHz, 900 MHz, and 2.45 GHz, which are in the frequency
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bands where implanted devices, cell phones, and WiFi commonly operate.

6.4.2 Quantities of Interest and Reference Solutions

The benchmark uses several key quantities of interest described in Chapter 5.

The time-averaged power absorbed in each tissue T , P̄tissueT , in (5.1) that

is dependent on the pointwise time-averaged absorbed power density, P̄ , in (5.2).

Integrating over all of the tissues yields another quantity of interest: the total time-

averaged power absorbed by the models, P̄total(ω), which is supplied for each problem

in the benchmark.

The absorbed power distribution is also important for BioEM applications.

Indeed, obtaining an accurate P̄total does not guarantee that the distribution is accurate

[21]. It is difficult, however, to compare the absorbed power distribution computed

by different methods because the benchmark problems should be independent of the

mesh used (e.g., meshes could be surface or volume elements, tetrahedra, voxels,

or higher-order cells). Nonetheless, it is important to compare the distributions

objectively to reference results whenever possible. To do this, we propose enclosing

the model volume in a grid comprised of uniform 1× 1× 1 mm3 cells and reporting

the cell-averaged, time-averaged absorbed power density in each cell k, ¯̄Pcellk defined

in (5.3). Note that the integral in (5.3) must be carefully evaluated to ensure that the

error from numerical integration is not greater than the error in the computation that

yields P (r, ω), especially given that there will be material discontinuities in the cells

due to the curved layers.

The bistatic radar cross section σθθ is also a quantity of interest. A sample

θ-cut (at φ = 180◦) is supplied for each benchmark problem.

The following solutions are used as references in the proposed benchmark: For
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sphere and spheroid problems, analytical solutions that are available from [78], [80]

are used as reference. For the anatomically accurate models, results from at least two

fundamentally different computational methods are used as (unreliable) references

[21].

6.4.3 Error Definitions

When reliable reference solutions exist, errors in the submitted quantities of

interest are calculated relative to that reference. The relative error of the tissue (and

total) absorbed power is [21]

errP̄tissueT =

∣∣∣P̄ num
tissueT − P̄

ref
tissueT

∣∣∣
P̄ ref

tissueT
. (6.1)

This error measure only reflects the accuracy of the tissue (total) absorbed power,

which are important quantities for calculating the tissue-specific (whole-body) specific

absorption rate, but it does not reflect errors in the power distribution [21]. The

L1-norm of the cell-averaged time-averaged absorbed power density ¯̄P , defined as

err
¯̄P
L1 =

∑
∀k

∣∣∣ ¯̄P num
cellk −

¯̄P ref
cellk

∣∣∣∑
∀k

¯̄P ref
cellk

, (6.2)

quantifies the accuracy of the solution over the entire domain and is the preferred

measure of error in the benchmark [21].

The bistatic radar cross section accuracy is measured in the benchmark using
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the L2-norm [39], [87]:

errσθθL2 =


2π∫
0

π∫
0

∣∣∣σnum
θθ (θ, φ)− σref

θθ (θ, φ)
∣∣∣2 sin θ dθ dφ

2π∫
0

π∫
0
|σref
θθ (θ, φ)|2 sin θ dθ dφ


1/2

. (6.3)

6.4.4 Cost Definitions

The following costs should be reported for each benchmark problem: (i) Run

time. This is the wall-clock time required to solve the problem and should be divided

into three parts: preprocess, solve, and postprocess times. The preprocess time is

defined as the time required to set up the problem, but is only required once for

multiple excitations (e.g., reading geometry data or filling a matrix); the solve time is

the time required to solve the problem; and the postprocess time is the time required

to derive the quantities of interest after the solution is completed. Of these times, the

solve time is often the most important quantity since the preprocessing operations

can be amortized by solving for multiple excitations and postprocessing often outputs

only a few quantities. (ii) Peak memory requirement.

Of course, run times will depend on the computing environment used, e.g.,

using a laptop vs. a supercomputer, running sequentially vs. in parallel with 1000

processes, or compiling with different compiler/library options, will result in many

orders of magnitude differences in run time. Moreover, most computational methods,

especially parallel methods, can be used in between two extreme modes of operation:

Fastest run time and highest efficiency (cheapest computational cost/power use).

When the fastest run time is of interest, the method’s efficiency should be expected to

be rather low and when the most efficient solution method is of interest, the run times

should be expected to be rather high [81], [82]. We encourage participants using a
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parallel method to submit two sets of performance data where one set uses the fastest

run mode and the other uses the highest efficiency mode.

To be able to compare numerical methods on different systems, a normalization

stage is required to translate from run time to a “work” quantity. There are multiple

ways to do this, such as reporting the actual number of flops used for each method, the

theoretical number of flops that were available over the run (i.e., run time * theoretical

performance in flops/s), the physical energy (Joules) required to run the equipment

to solve the benchmark problem, or even the actual ownership cost of the hardware

used to carry out the computations [88]. We propose normalizing by the theoretical

performance of the system, which is a straightforward number to report for each

system.

6.4.5 Online Database

The benchmark suite is available at [51].

6.5 Results

First, the reference results for problems 1b and 4b are presented. These

reference results are a subset of the full list of publicly available reference results that

are posted on the website for others’ verification and to ensure they are able to set

up their simulations to match the problem description. Note that, as mentioned in

Section 6.3, only a portion of the reference data is released for each problem. Next,

performance data are compared for several common computational BioEM methods.
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6.5.1 Reference Results

The Austin Benchmark Suite for Computational Bioelectromagnetics provides

a subset of reference solutions on the website as part of the semi-blind approach so

that researchers are still able to partially verify their method. Two sets of reference

solutions are shown here.

Heterogeneous Head-Sized Sphere (Problem 1b) – 900 MHz

The reference results for the heterogeneous head-sized sphere are obtained

using [80].
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P̄total =

6.969 853 171 431 552× 10−5 W
(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.2: Reference results for the heterogeneous head-sized sphere (problem 1b).
Sample (a) P̄total, (b) σθθ for a θ-cut, and (c) ¯̄P distribution visualization.

Heterogeneous AustinMan (Problem 4b) – 900 MHz

The reference results for the heterogeneous AustinMan are obtained using

Method 3. They are not used for error calculations (each method’s results for the

finest resolution are used as its own reference).
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P̄total ≈ 8.092× 10−4 W
(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.3: Reference results for the heterogeneous AustinMan (problem 4b). Sample
(a) P̄total, (b) σθθ for a θ-cut, and (c) ¯̄P distribution visualization.
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6.5.2 Performance Results

Performance data has been submitted to the benchmark suite for three compu-

tational methods from the computational electromagnetics group at The University of

Texas at Austin. The methods are:

• Method 1 – AIM with tetrahedral basis functions [21], [24], [57]

• Method 2 – AIM with voxel basis functions [21], [24], [57]

• Method 3 – FDTD [89]

Figures 6.4–6.6 show the benchmark performance results for the heterogeneous head-

sized sphere (problem 1b) using errP̄total as the error measure. Figure 6.7 shows the

benchmark performance results for the heterogeneous body-sized spheroid (problem

2b) using errσθθL2 as the error measure and memory for the additional cost measure.

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the benchmark performance results for the heterogeneous

AustinWoman (problem 3b) and AustinMan (problem 4b), respectively, using errP̄muscle

as the error measure and memory for the additional cost measure. All of the results

shown are for 900 MHz.

For each figure, the first column of plots show the costs using wall-time or

memory required per node, which highlights the fastest run mode. The second column

shows the costs normalized by number of nodes used, which highlights the highest

efficiency run mode. The third column, when shown, shows P̄tissueT compared to P̄total

for the methods: The finest resolution’s results for each method are shown in the top

plot and used as a reference to show the convergence in the plot below.
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Figure 6.4: Initial benchmark results for the heterogeneous head-sized sphere (problem
1b). The error measure is errP̄total and the solve and memory costs are shown.
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Figure 6.5: Initial benchmark results for the heterogeneous head-sized sphere (problem
1b). The error measure is errP̄total and the solve and preprocess costs are shown.
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Figure 6.6: Initial benchmark results for the heterogeneous head-sized sphere (problem
1b). The error measure is errP̄total and the solve and preprocess costs are shown.
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Figure 6.7: Initial benchmark results for the heterogeneous body-sized spheroid
(problem 2b). The error measure is errσθθL2 and the solve and memory costs are shown.
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Figure 6.8: Initial benchmark results for the heterogeneous AustinWoman (problem
3b). The error measure is errP̄muscle and the solve and memory costs are shown.
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Figure 6.9: Initial benchmark results for the heterogeneous AustinMan (problem 3b).
The error measure is errP̄muscle and the solve and memory costs are shown.
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Chapter 7

Applications

The primary objective of this work is to improve the utility of computational

tools for BioEM simulations during the design process. In the development of new

algorithms and computational methods, in addition to theoretical/mathematical

analysis, it is important to use these methods to solve a range of problems from basic

to challenging in order to verify and validate the algorithms, quantify their realized

performance on actual computers, compare them to competitive alternatives, and

identify weaknesses for further research. Indeed, attempting to solve problems for

an engineering application provides valuable feedback to the development of novel

and more advanced methods. As such, the applications in this chapter are used

to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, from modeling and solving

with a high-performance algorithm to postprocessing, by solving increasingly complex

problems. Three classes of BioEM applications using high-fidelity anatomical human

body models are considered: Section 7.1 presents antenna design for wearable wireless

devices, Section 7.2 focuses on a human body under MRI exposure, and Section 7.3

presents antenna design for ingestible wireless devices. In all three classes of problems,

the effects of the device on the human body as well as the effect of the human body

on the operation of the device are of interest.

7.1 Wearable Wireless Devices

Wearable wireless devices are those that are outside the of the body such

that the device’s mesh and the body’s mesh do not touch at all. With integral-
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equation methods, the background medium is not meshed and thus the transition

region between the device and body does not need to be meshed. It is therefore fairly

straightforward to model BioEM applications with wearable devices: the body and

device are meshed independently and then concatenated to create the final problem.

The wireless device can have an unstructured mesh, ensuring that its fine features and

curves can be modeled accurately. Examples of devices in this class are cell phones,

wearable antennas, RFID tags, fitness trackers, etc.

The (single-region) coupled surface-volume EFIE formulation in Subsection 3.1.2

is well-suited for solving these types of problems [34], [38]. It is important, however,

to improve the poor conditioning of the S-EFIE that can cause the iterative solution

either not to converge or to require an unfeasible number of iterations to converge.

Here, the full-inverse surface preconditioner described in Section 4.4, which first inverts

the S-EFIE submatrix and then uses it as a preconditioner, can be used to improve

the conditioning [34]. This preconditioning strategy quickly becomes a computational

bottleneck as the number of surface unknowns on the antenna increases (i.e., as

NPEC0 increases using the notation in Subsection 3.1.2); however, it remains a feasible

approach for simulating antennas in wearable wireless devices that are relatively small

compared to the body.

One example of a wearable device is the AMF dipole antenna designed for

wearable applications [90]. To demonstrate the design process described in Chapter 1

(Figure 1.1), the AMF antenna was simulated in free space, next to a simplified

body model, and next to two anatomical human body models, AustinMan v2.2 and

AustinWoman v2.1 (Figure 7.1) [38]. In these simulations, the AMF antenna was

meshed using triangles with 3 mm average edge length, which gave rise toNPEC1 = 2912

unknowns, and was excited using a single port basis function [38] in the 200–600
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(b) (c)(a) (d)

Figure 7.1: The asymmetric meandered flare (AMF) dipole antenna simulated in (a)
free space and 1 cm away from (b) a homogeneous block, (c) AustinWoman v 2.1, and
(d) AustinMan v2.2.

MHz frequency range. The homogeneous block was meshed using voxel elements

of 125 mm3 volume and the anatomical models were meshed using voxel elements

of 512 mm3, 64 mm3, or 8 mm3 volume. These meshes resulted in NV1 = 12233250

unknowns for the homogeneous block and NV1 = 38712077 and NV1 = 31130421

unknowns for the finest-resolution AustinMan and AustinWoman models.
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Figure 7.2: The reflection coefficient of the AMF dipole in free space and 1 cm away
from a 18× 45× 40 cm3 block comprised of a human tissue equivalent material with
frequency-independent ε̃ = (62 + j55)ε0. The AIM simulation results are compared to
those from [90].

Figure 7.2 shows the |S11| parameter comparing a free space measurement and

homogeneous block simulation from [90] to simulation results obtained using AIM

for similar scenarios. The dots in the plot show the discrete frequencies that the

simulations were performed at. Overall, the plot shows pretty good agreement between

AIM and the results from [90], with similar resonant frequencies and bandwidth (albeit,

with deeper nulls for the AIM simulations) and the detuning is captured when the

antenna is placed next to the homogeneous block.

Figure 7.3 shows the |S11| parameter obtained from simulations with Austin-

Woman and AustinMan compared to measurements in [90] when the AMF antenna

was placed next to a homogeneous mannequin. Both plots show detuning when the

AMF antenna is placed next to AustinWoman and AustinMan, but the effect is not as

significant when placed next to the homogeneous block or mannequin. This is perhaps

because the meandered part of the antenna is further away from the body due to

the curvature of the AustinWoman and AustinMan models compared to the fairly
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flat surfaces of the homogeneous block and mannequin. The AIM simulations show

good agreement as the model resolution is increased, suggesting that coarser models

should be used to cheaply obtain an estimate for the resonant frequency and then

higher-resolution models should be used to examine the field and power distributions

at the resonant frequency.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: The reflection coefficient of the AMF dipole when simulated 1 cm away
from the chest of (a) AustinWoman and (b) AustinMan models [38]. The presence
of inhomogeneous anotomical human body models (with frequency-dependent ε̃)
reduces the resonant frequency compared to free space but not as much as that of the
homogeneous block. The reflection coefficient is also shown for measurements when
the AMF antenna is placed next to a mannequin [90].

The field (body) and current (antenna) distributions are visualized in Figures

7.4–7.6 for the AMF antenna 1 cm away from the homogeneous block, AustinWoman,

and AustinMan, respectively. In each figure, the visualization on the left are normalized

to the maximum current on the antenna and those on the right are normalized to

the maximum field in the human so that the distributions can be visualized, despite

being different orders of magnitude. Notice that the fields inside the AustinWoman

and AustinMan models are significantly more complex than those in the homogeneous
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block, indicating the importance of using high-fidelity anatomical human models.

Figure 7.4: The field and current distributions at 350 MHz normalized to the maximum
value on the AMF antenna (left) and the homogeneous block (right).
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Figure 7.5: The field and current distributions at 350 MHz normalized to the maximum
value on the AMF antenna (left) and AustinWoman (right).
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Figure 7.6: The field and current distributions at 350 MHz normalized to the maximum
value on the AMF antenna (left) and AustinMan (right).
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7.2 MRI Exposure

MRI is an important medical imaging technology that relies on resonant coils

operating near the human body and in the presence of a shielding enclosure. Just

like wearable wireless devices, the devices are not in contact with the human body

and are outside of it; MRI simulations are considerably more difficult compared to

the simulation of body-worn antennas, however, because of three reasons: (i) The

accuracy requirements for MRI simulations are significantly higher because of the

potentially strong, localized, and adverse heating effects due to the high power used in

these devices and because MRI coils are tuned to operate as highly resonant structures

that are sensitive to small errors in port currents/voltages [91]. (ii) MRI shielding

enclosures and coils are relatively large compared to wireless devices. (iii) Both

magnetic and electric field distributions in the simulation domain are important; the

former to ensure that the imaging system operates as intended and the latter to ensure

that heating effects are within safety limits.

The (single-region) coupled surface-volume EFIE formulation in Subsection 3.1.2

is well-suited for MRI simulations because it does not require the background medium

and therefore the transition region between the device and the body to be meshed.

Unlike the body-worn antenna scenario, however, the full-inverse surface preconditioner

described in Section 4.4 cannot be used effectively to improve the conditioning [34]

because the number of surface unknowns on the MRI coil and enclosure (i.e., NPEC0

using the notation in Subsection 3.1.2) is significantly larger. Therefore, the element-

diagonal surface preconditioner [58], [59] described in Section 4.4 is used to solve the

problems in this section. In the post-processing stage, the magnetic and electric field

distributions of interest are found by using the algorithms in Subsection 5.3.2 and

Subsection 5.3.3.
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(a) Non-Loaded MRI Coil (b) ASTM Phantom Load (c) AustinWoman v2.6 Load

Figure 7.7: A cut away of the MRI coil and enclosure showing the various loading
conditions that were simulated.

In the following, both a simplified body model (ASTM 2182-11a phantom [92])

and an anatomical model (AustinWoman v2.6) were simulated under MRI exposure

Figure 7.7. The analysis followed the steps taken in [91] and used the same 1.5 T MRI

coil setup: a 16-rung birdcage body coil with a diameter of 604 mm and length of

650 mm. Each ring and rung of the coil is 50 mm wide with 0.54 mm metal thickness

separated by 3 mm ring gaps. The entire coil is shielded by an enclosure that is 30 mm
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outside the coil with length 1520 mm and 0.54 mm metal thickness. Using the coupled

surface-volume EFIE, all metals were modeled as PEC with a 0.54 mm thickness (i.e.,

two PEC sheets separated by 0.54 mm and connected at the edges). The coil mesh

shown in Figure 7.7 gave rise to NPEC1 = 179616 RWG unknowns; the coil was excited

using 896 port basis functions [38] uniformly distributed at the 32 ports defined at the

ring gaps. The ASTM phantom has electrical properties σ = 0.47 S/m and εr = 78

and is loaded in the isocenter of the MRI coil. It was meshed using voxel elements of

15× 15× 13 mm3, 5× 5× 5 mm3, or 2× 2× 2 mm3 volume, which resulted in NV1 =

27068, NV1 = 604452, or NV1 = 9306075 unknowns, respectively. The AustinWoman

models were meshed using voxel elements of 512 mm3, 64 mm3, 8 mm3, or 1 mm3

volume, which gave rise to NV1 = 503456, NV1 = 4007110, NV1 = 31988078, or NV1 =

253313638 unknowns, respectively.

The simulations were performed at 64 MHz (corresponding to 1.5 T systems)

using carefully tuned and optimized capacitor and power feed circuit values. To find

these tuned circuits, first the 32-port S parameters of the loaded MRI coil were found

in the 40–80 MHz and then these were used in the optimization procedure in [93].

In the following simulations, all capacitors were assumed to be lossless (which is

approximately equivalent to the Q=10000 capacitors in [91]). These optimized values

were then placed as lumped-load circuit elements across each of the corresponding

ring gaps for the BioEM simulation. The two feed ports were located in the bottom

placement (i.e., 225 feed setup in [91]).

Figure 7.8 visualizes the magnetic field (normalized by the square root of the

whole-body SAR) distribution inside the ASTM phantom for two planes. Figure 7.8c

shows a symmetric field distribution in the isocenter coronal plane. Figure 7.8d shows

the circular polarization of the fields inside the phantom induced by the MRI coil.
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Both magnetic field distributions agree with the “P× 10000× 225” results shown in

[91].

(a) x = 0 coronal cut (b) z = 0 axial cut

(c) x = 0 coronal cut (d) z = 0 axial cut

Figure 7.8: Magnetic field distributions in the ASTM phantom under tuned MRI
exposure.

Figure 7.9 shows the electric field (normalized by the square-root of the whole-

body SAR) distribution at two coronal cuts. The electric fields are symmetric in the

isocenter coronal plane in Figure 7.9c, similar to the magnetic fields for the same cut

in Figure 7.8c. Figure 7.9d shows asymmetry and increased electric-field as the plane

moves closer to the feed sources.

For the ASTM phantom, the field distributions are calculated at 1-mm sample

spacing, resulting in 273,000 observation points for the coronal cuts and 37,800 points

for the axial cut. The magnetic field samples are obtained using the fast grid-based

near-field radiation postprocessing algorithm proposed in Subsection 5.3.2. The electric
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(a) x = 0 coronal cut (b) x = −0.03 m coronal cut

(c) x = 0 coronal cut (d) x = −0.03 m coronal cut

(e) x = 0 coronal cut (f) x = −0.03 m coronal cut

Figure 7.9: Electric field distributions in the ASTM phantom under tuned MRI
exposure. (a)–(b) Voxels cells are 15× 15× 13 mm3. (c)–(d) Voxels cells are 5× 5×
5 mm3. (e)–(f) Voxels cells are 2× 2× 2 mm3.

field samples are obtained using interpolation since all points are inside the scattering

object (Subsection 5.3.3).

The AustinWoman v2.6 model is loaded in the MRI coil in the torso position

with a “patient-table” distance of 70 mm as shown in Figure 7.10. The results for

the finest-resolution ASTM phantom and AustinWoman simulations are shown in
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Figure 7.11.

(a) ASTM Phantom Load (b) AustinWoman v2.6 Load

Figure 7.10: An alternate view of the simulation setups for the finest resolution meshes.

(a) ASTM Phantom Load (b) AustinWoman v2.6 Load

Figure 7.11: An alternate view of the simulation setups for the finest resolution meshes.

For the AustinWoman simulations, the field distributions are also calculated

at 1-mm sample spacing, resulting in 930,740 observation points for the coronal cut.

The electric field samples are obtained using interpolation for the points that are

inside the scattering object (Subsection 5.3.3), shown in Figure 7.12 with zero values

outside. The electric field samples outside the scattering object are obtained using

the fast grid-based near-field radiation postprocessing algorithm. Figure 7.13 shows

the interpolated electric field inside and the radiated fields outside. The magnetic
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(a) 8× 8× 8 mm3 (b) 4× 4× 4 mm3 (c) 2× 2× 2 mm3 (d) 1× 1× 1 mm3

Figure 7.12: Electric field distribution in the body of the AustinWoman v2.6 anatomical
model under tuned MRI exposure as the mesh resolution is increased. All distributions
are shown in the coronal (x = 0) plane.

field samples are obtained using the fast grid-based near-field radiation postprocessing

algorithm proposed in Subsection 5.3.2. The fields are shown both in and outside

the body in Figure 7.14 and only inside the body model in Figure 7.15. The results

show reasonable agreement with those in [91] and demonstrate the importance of

high-fidelity human models.

The computational costs, scalability, and parallel efficiency of the simulations

are quantified next. The matrix fill time, iterative solution time, memory requirement,

and number of iterations in the MRI simulations are plotted in Figure 7.16 as the
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model resolution and fidelity are increased. The computational cost data in these plots

are obtained by performing the simulations on a parallel cluster (the TACC Lonestar

5 cluster) and “sequentializing” the wall-clock time and memory requirement/process.

There were P = 24, 48, and 192 and P = 24, 96, 384, and 3072 processes used for the

progressively larger ASTM phantom and AustinWoman simulations used to generate

the sequentialized costs. The data in Figure 7.16 shows that all computational costs

of the proposed algorithm increase almost linearly with the number of unknowns as

the body model resolutions increase; it is important to observe that the number of

iterations are effectively constant as the resolutions increase.
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(a) 8× 8× 8 mm3 (b) 4× 4× 4 mm3

Figure 7.13: Electric field distribution of the AustinWoman v2.6 anatomical model
under tuned MRI exposure as the mesh resolution is increased. All distributions are
shown in the coronal (x = 0) plane.
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(a) 8× 8× 8 mm3 (b) 4× 4× 4 mm3

Figure 7.14: Magnetic field distribution of the AustinWoman v2.6 anatomical model
under tuned MRI exposure as the mesh resolution is increased. All distributions are
shown in the coronal (x = 0) plane.
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(a) 8× 8× 8 mm3 (b) 4× 4× 4 mm3

Figure 7.15: Magnetic field distribution in the body of the AustinWoman v2.6 ana-
tomical model under tuned MRI exposure as the mesh resolution is increased. All
distributions are shown in the coronal (x = 0) plane.
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(a) Fill Time (b) Solve Time / Iteration

(c) Memory Required (d) Iteration Count

Figure 7.16: Computational costs for the MRI simulations.

The strong parallel scalability of the MRI simulations are investigated in

Figure 7.17 for one of the simulations. The results in Figure 7.17 show that the total

simulation time (matrix fill+solve time) can be reduced below 20 minutes for the

64 mm3 AustinWoman simulations rather efficiently by using 48 processes and below

2 minutes somewhat less efficiently by using between 768–1536 processes. The peak

memory requirement of the method among all processes is parallelized relatively less

efficiently; indeed, it runs out of scaling between 768–1536 processes and increasing the
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(a) Fill Time (b) Solve Time

(c) Memory Required

Figure 7.17: Scalability analysis of AIM computational costs for the 4× 4× 4 mm3

AustinWoman v2.6 model inside the MRI coil. The number of unknowns on the MRI
coil and enclosure was 180512; the number of unknowns for the AustinWoman model
was 4007110.

number of processes further increases the memory requirement. This is because the

arrays storing geometry information were not parallelized in this particular simulation

(unlike those for the higher-resolution simulations in Figure 7.16).

Lastly, the post-processing stage’s costs are detailed in Figure 7.18. The figure

shows that while both the naive methods and the proposed fast post-processing met-
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(a) Far Field (b) Near Field

Figure 7.18: Postprocessing times for the ASTM Phantom and AustinWoman models
inside the MRI coil.

hods require computational resources that scale linearly with the number of unknowns,

the proposed algorithms for far-field and near-field post-processing operations in

Chapter 5 reduce the computational costs by 3 and 2 orders of magnitude, respectively.

Comparing the near-field post-processing times in Figure 7.18b to the simulation

times in Figure 7.16a and Figure 7.16d clearly shows the importance of the fast

near-field post-processing algorithms; the comparison shows that the naive approach

for post-processing the quantities of interest would dominate the total simulation time

whereas the proposed algorithms make the post-processing costs comparable to the

simulation costs.
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7.3 Implantable and Ingestible Wireless Devices

Implantable and ingestible wireless devices are significantly more difficult to

model inside the anatomical human models compared to wearable devices outside the

body. The multiple-grid AIM solution of the multiregion hybrid integral equation

method presented in Chapter 3 is used to simulate problems in this class. Additionally,

the Schur-complement method presented in Chapter 3 is used to perform an orientation

study for the device. The pill antenna’s details shown in Figure 7.19, the simulation

setup is presented in Figure 7.20, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7.21.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.19: The meandered sawtooth antenna for the ingestible pill [63]. (a) Schematic
from [63]. (b) My drawing of the antenna.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7.20: An alternate view of the simulation setups for the finest resolution meshes.
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(a)

Figure

 

7.21:

 

An

 

alternate

 

view

 

of

 

the

 

simulation

 

setups

 

for

 

the

 

finest

 

resolution

 

meshes.
(b)
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

This dissertation presented an integral-equation based approach for electro-

magnetic simulation of devices that operate near, on, or inside the human body. It

presented various integral-equation formulations and physics-based fast algorithms that

address the modeling, solution, and postprocessing challenges posed by this computati-

onal BioEM problem. These include a coupled surface-volume EFIE (Subsection 3.1.2)

that is effective for simulating devices near the human body (but not touching or inside

it) because in this scenario, the device and human body can be separately modeled

and meshed—as integral-equation methods do not discretize fields in the background

medium but rather capture them through Green’s functions. For devices inside the

body, a multiregion hybrid integral-equation method is proposed in Section 3.2 that

allows the device and the body to be modeled and meshed independently by using

the surface equivalence principle; the method couples the equations in each region

and solves them simultaneously. The multiple-grid AIM method is applied to the

multiregion-hybrid integral equation in Section 3.1.3 to accelerate the iterative MoM

solution. Use of equivalent surfaces creates a homogeneous internal region within

which the device is placed. The multiregion hybrid integral-equation method is also

well suited for a Schur Complement framework from linear algebra, which enables

multitudes of simulations during design iteraitons to performed efficiently, as detailed

in Chapter 4.

To demonstrate the potency of the proposed approach, three classes of simula-
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tions that are common in BioEM are presented in Chapter 7. First, a wearable device

(Section 7.1), is simulated with the coupled surface-volume EFIE. Second, an ingestible

device (Section 7.1), is simulated with the multiregion hybrid integral-surface-volume.

Finally, increasingly complex human body models are simulated inside a 16-ring

birdcage coil MRI. These results indicate that the integral-equation based approach is

suitable for simulating a multitude of devices near/on/in complex models of human

bodies during the device design process and can also be used to analyze MRI coils.

8.2 Future Work

This dissertation paves the way for various advances in integral-equation based

solution of BioEM problems. The parallelization of the multiple-grid AIM can be

modified to better load balance the computations in small regions where the parallel

efficiency is significantly lower than the larger regions if all the processes are used

to perform the computations. This inefficiency could be avoided by only assigning

different subsets of processes to different small regions and performing computations

for the different regions concurrently.

The OpenMP/MPI hybrid parallelization scalability analysis should be perfor-

med on more machines to better demonstrate its strengths and discover other OpenMP

bottlenecks. Additionally, the hybrid parallelization should be thoroughly profiled,

e.g., vectorization compiler directives may yield significant speed improvements.

The Schur-complement method framework opens many research avenues. Cur-

rently, only the matrix-vector multiplication of the iterative solve stage has been

accelerated. One possible topic of inquiry is to determine whether and how much

the Schur-complement blocks can be compressed using randomized rank-revealing

algorithms.
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Appendix A

Additional Formulas

This appendix contains additional formulas provided here for completeness and

easy reference.

A.1 Basis Functions

This section defines the basis functions used throughout the dissertation.

Figure 3.2 shows vector-fields for sample basis functions and contains some variable

definitions.

The RWG basis function [33] is defined as

S(r) =



ln
2A+

n

(
r− r+

n

)
, r ∈ S+

n

ln
2A−n

(
r−n − r

)
, r ∈ S−n

0, otherwise

(A.1)

where ln is the length of the common edge, A±n is the area of the S±n patch, and r±n is

the “free” node for each patch.

The SWG basis function [30] is defined as

f(r) =



An
3v+

n

(
r− r+

n

)
, r ∈ V +

n

An
3v−n

(
r−n − r

)
, r ∈ V −n

0, otherwise

(A.2)
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where An is the area of the common face (triangle), v±n is the volume of the V ±n cell

(tetrahedra), and r±n is the “free” node for each cell.

The VRT basis function [31] is defined as

f(r) =



An
v+
n

(
n̂n ·

(
r− r+

n

))
n̂n, r ∈ V +

n

An
v−n

(
n̂n ·

(
r−n − r

))
n̂n, r ∈ V −n

0, otherwise

(A.3)

where An is the area of the common face (rectangle), v±n is the volume of the V ±n cell

(voxel), r±n is any one of the (four) “free” nodes for each cell, and n̂n is the unit vector

normal to the common face pointing from the V +
n cell to the V −n cell.

A.2 Matrix Operator Equations

This section contains the definitions for the submatrices formulated in the

MoM system of equations in Chapter 3.

A.2.1 Volume Electric Field Integral Equation

These equations correspond to the V-EFIE formulation in Subsection 3.1.1.

[
η0LVV

0 + DVV
0

][
IV

0

]
=
[
Vinc,V

0

]
(A.4)

LVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), L0

(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.5a)
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DVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), f0,n(r)

ε̃0,n(r)

〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.5b)

Vinc,V
0 [m] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), Einc(r)

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.6)

LVV
0 [m,n] = γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)·

∫∫∫
Vnum

jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dV

+ 1
γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

∇·
(
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)

)
∫∫∫
Vnum

∇′ ·
(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)

)
g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dV,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.7a)

DVV
0 [m,n] =

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r) · f0,n(r)
ε̃0,n(r) dV,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.7b)

Vinc,V
0 [m] =

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r) · Einc(r) dV, for m = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.8)
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A.2.2 Coupled Surface-Volume Electric Field Integral Equa-

tions

These equations correspond to the coupled surface-volume EFIE formulation

in Subsection 3.1.2.

(η0LVV
0 + DVV

0 ) η0LVPEC
0

η0LPECV
0 η0LPECPEC

0


 IV

0

IPEC
0

 =

 Vinc,V
0

Vinc,PEC
0

 (A.9)

LVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), L0

(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.10a)

DVV
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), f0,n(r)

ε̃0,n(r)

〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.10b)

LVPEC
0 [m,n] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), L0

(
SPEC

0,n (r′), r
)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NV0 ; n = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (A.10c)

LPECV
0 [m,n] =

〈
SPEC

0,m (r), L0
(
jωκ0(r′)f0,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NPEC0 ; n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.10d)

LPECPEC
0 [m,n] =

〈
SPEC

0,m (r), L0
(
SPEC

0,n (r′), r
)〉
,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (A.10e)

Vinc,V
0 [m] =

〈
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r), Einc(r)

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.11a)

Vinc,PEC
0 [m] =

〈
SPEC

0,m (r), Einc(r)
〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (A.11b)
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LVV
0 [m,n] = γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)·

∫∫∫
Vnum

jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dV

+ 1
γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

∇·
(
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)

)
∫∫∫
Vnum

∇′ ·
(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)

)
g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dV,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.12a)

DVV
0 [m,n] =

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r) · f0,n(r)
ε̃0,n(r) dV,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.12b)

LVPEC
0 [m,n] = γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r) ·
∫∫
Snum

SPEC
0,n (r′)g0(|r− r′|) dS ′ dV

+ 1
γ0

∫∫∫
Vnum

∇·
(
κ0,m(r)f0,m(r)

)
∫∫
Snum

∇′ ·
(
SPEC

0,n (r′)
)
g0(|r− r′|) dS ′ dV,

for m = 1, . . . , NV0 ; n = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (A.12c)

LPECV
0 [m,n] = γ0

∫∫
Snum

SPEC
0,m (r) ·

∫∫∫
Vnum

(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)

)
g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dS

+ 1
γ0

∫∫
Snum

∇·
(
SPEC

0,m (r)
)

∫∫∫
Vnum

∇′ ·
(
jωκ0,n(r′)f0,n(r′)

)
g0(|r− r′|) dV ′ dS,

for m = 1, . . . , NPEC0 ; n = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.12d)
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LPECPEC
0 [m,n] = γ0

∫∫
Snum

SPEC
0,m (r) ·

∫∫
Snum

(
SPEC

0,n (r′)
)
g0(|r− r′|) dS ′ dS

+ 1
γ0

∫∫
Snum

∇·
(
SPEC

0,m (r)
) ∫∫
Snum

∇′ ·
(
SPEC

0,n (r′)
)
g0(|r− r′|) dS ′ dS,

for m,n = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (A.12e)

Vinc,V
0 [m] =

∫∫∫
Vnum

κ0,m(r)f0,m(r) · Einc(r) dV, for m = 1, . . . , NV0 (A.13a)

Vinc,PEC
0 [m] =

∫∫
Snum

SPEC
0,m (r) · Einc(r) dS, for m = 1, . . . , NPEC0 (A.13b)

A.2.3 Multiregion Integral Equations

These equations correspond to the multiregion integral-equation formulation

in Subsection 3.1.3.

 ZSS
EJ ZSS

EM

ZSS
HJ ZSS

HM


 IS

VS

 =

Vinc,S

Iinc,S

 (A.14)

ZSS
XY =

∑
k

∑
l

∑
l′

CST
kl ZSS

XY kll′CS
kl′ , X,Y ∈ {J,M} (A.15)

 IS
kl′

VS
kl′

 =

CS
kl′ 0

0 CS
kl′


 IS

VS

 (A.16)

Vinc,S

Iinc,S

 =
∑
k

∑
l

CST
kl 0

0 CST
kl


V

inc,S
kl

Iinc,S
kl

 (A.17)
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∑
l′

ZSS
kll′

 IS
kl′

VS
kl′

 =

Vinc,S
kl

Iinc,S
kl

 (A.18)

Submatrix EH-PMCHWT CC-PMCHWT

ZSS
EJ kll′ ηkLSS

kll′ LSS
kll′ − KSS

× kll′

ZSS
EM kll′ KSS

kll′ ( LSS
× kll′ + KSS

kll′)/ηk

ZSS
HJ kll′ −KSS

kll′ −ηk( LSS
× kll′ + KSS

kll′)

ZSS
HM kll′ LSS

kll′/ηk LSS
kll′ − KSS

× kll′

Vinc,S
kl Vinc,S

EH kl Vinc,S
CC kl

Iinc,S
kl Iinc,S

EH kl Iinc,S
CC kl

Table A.1: Multiregion integral-equation MoM submatrices for EH- and CC- PM-
CHWT combination recipes

The entries of the corresponding submatrices are:

LSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), αkl′Lk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.19a)

KSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), n̂kl′,n(r)× αkl′SP

kl′,n(r) + αkl′Kk
(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.19b)

×LSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), αkl′n̂kl(r)× Lk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.19c)

×KSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), −αkl′SP

kl′,n(r) + αkl′n̂kl(r)×Kk
(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.19d)
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Vinc,S
EH kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, Einc

k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.20a)

Vinc,S
CC kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, Einc

k /ηk + n̂kl ×Hinc
k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.20b)

Iinc,S
EH kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, Hinc

k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.20c)

Iinc,S
CC kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m, ηkHinc

k − n̂kl × Einc
k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.20d)

A.2.4 Hybrid Multiregion Integral Equations

These equations correspond to the hybrid multiregion integral-equation formu-

lation in Section 3.2.



ZVV
EJ ZVPEC

EJ ZVS
EJ ZVS

EM

ZPECV
EJ ZPECPEC

EJ ZPECS
EJ ZPECS

EM

ZSV
EJ ZSPEC

EJ ZSS
EJ ZSS

EM

ZSV
HJ ZSPEC

HJ ZSS
HJ ZSS

HM





IV

IPEC

IS

VS


=



Vinc,V

Vinc,PEC

Vinc,S

Iinc,S


(A.21)

ZAB
XY =

∑
k

∑
l

∑
l′

CAT
kl ZAB

XY kll′CB
kl′ , for


X,Y ∈ {J,M}

A,B ∈ {V,PEC, S}
(A.22)

IB
kl′ = CB

kl′IB, for B ∈ {V,PEC, S} (A.23a)

VS
kl′ = CS

kl′VS (A.23b)
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Vinc,A =
∑
k

∑
l

CAT
kl Vinc,A

kl , for A ∈ {V,PEC, S} (A.24a)

Iinc,S =
∑
k

∑
l

CST
kl Iinc,S

kl (A.24b)
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Submatrix EH-PMCHWT CC-PMCHWT Bounds [m;n]

ZVV
EJ kll′ ηkLVV

kll′ + DVV
kll′ LVV

kll′ + DVV
kll′/ηk [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZVPEC
EJ kll′ ηkLVPEC

kll′ LVPEC
kll′ [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZVS
EJ kll′ ηkLVS

kll′ LVS
kll′ [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZVS
EM kll′ KVS

kll′ KVS
kll′/ηk [1, . . . , NVk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZPECV
EJ kll′ ηkLPECV

kll′ LPECV
kll′ [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZPECPEC
EJ kll′ ηkLPECPEC

kll′ LPECPEC
kll′ [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZPECS
EJ kll′ ηkLPECS

kll′ LPECS
kll′ [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZPECS
EM kll′ KPECS

kll′ KPECS
kll′ /ηk [1, . . . , NPECk ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSV
EJ kll′ ηkLSV

kll′ LSV
kll′ − KSV

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZSPEC
EJ kll′ ηkLSPEC

kll′ LSPEC
kll′ − KSPEC

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZSS
EJ kll′ ηkLSS

kll′ LSS
kll′ − KSS

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSS
EM kll′ KSS

kll′ ( LSS
× kll′ + KSS

kll′)/ηk [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSV
HJ kll′ −KSV

kll′ −ηk( LSV
× kll′ + KSV

kll′) [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NVk ]

ZSPEC
HJ kll′ −KSPEC

kll′ −ηk( LSPEC
× kll′ + KSPEC

kll′ ) [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NPECk ]

ZSS
HJ kll′ −KSS

kll′ −ηk( LSS
× kll′ + KSS

kll′) [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

ZSS
HM kll′ LSS

kll′/ηk LSS
kll′ − KSS

× kll′ [1, . . . , NSkl ; 1, . . . , NSkl′ ]

Vinc,V
kl Vinc,V

EH kl Vinc,V
EH kl /ηk [1, . . . , NVk ]

Vinc,PEC
kl Vinc,PEC

EH kl Vinc,PEC
EH kl /ηk [1, . . . , NPECk ]

Vinc,S
kl Vinc,S

EH kl Vinc,S
CC kl [1, . . . , NSkl ]

Iinc,S
kl Iinc,S

EH kl Iinc,S
CC kl [1, . . . , NSkl ]

Table A.2: Multiregion hybrid integral-equation MoM submatrices for EH- and CC-
PMCHWT combination recipes
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LVV
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
κk,m(r)fk,m(r), Lk

(
jωκk,n(r′)fk,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NVk ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25a)

DVV
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
κk,m(r)fk,m(r), fk,n(r)

ε̃k,n(r)

〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NVk ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25b)

LVPEC
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
κk,m(r)fk,m(r), Lk

(
SPEC
k,n (r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NVk ; n = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.25c)

LVS
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
κk,m(r)fk,m(r), αkl′Lk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NVk ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25d)

KVS
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
κk,m(r)fk,m(r), αkl′Kk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NVk ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25e)

LPECV
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
SPEC
k,m (r), Lk

(
jωκk,n(r′)fk,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NPECk ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25f)

LPECPEC
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
SPEC
k,m (r), Lk

(
SPEC
k,n (r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NPECk ; n = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.25g)

LPECS
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
SPEC
k,m (r), αkl′Lk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NPECk ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25h)

KPECS
kll′ [m,n] =

〈
SPEC
k,m (r), αkl′Kk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NPECk ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25i)

LSV
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), Lk

(
jωκk,n(r′)fk,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25j)
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KSV
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), Kk

(
jωκk,n(r′)fk,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25k)

LSV
× kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), n̂kl × Lk

(
jωκk,n(r′)fk,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25l)

KSV
× kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), n̂kl ×Kk

(
jωκk,n(r′)fk,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NVk (A.25m)

LSPEC
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), Lk

(
SPEC
k,n (r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.25n)

KSPEC
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), Kk

(
SPEC
k,n (r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.25o)

LSPEC
× kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), n̂kl(r)× Lk

(
SPEC
k,n (r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.25p)

KSPEC
× kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), n̂kl(r)×Kk

(
SPEC
k,n (r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.25q)

LSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), αkl′Lk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25r)

KSS
kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), n̂kl′,n(r)× αkl′SP

kl′,n(r) + αkl′Kk
(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25s)

LSS
× kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), αkl′n̂kl(r)× Lk

(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25t)

KSS
× kll′ [m,n] = βkl

〈
SP
kl,m(r), −αkl′SP

kl′,n(r) + αkl′n̂kl(r)×Kk
(
SP
kl′,n(r′), r

)〉
,

for m = 1, . . . , NSkl ; n = 1, . . . , NSkl′ (A.25u)
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Vinc,V
EH kl [m] =

〈
κk,mfk,m, Einc

k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NVk (A.26a)

Vinc,PEC
EH kl [m] =

〈
SPEC
bk,m

, Einc
k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NPECk (A.26b)

Vinc,S
EH kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
bkl,m

, Einc
k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.26c)

Vinc,S
CC kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
bkl,m

, Einc
k /ηk + n̂kl ×Hinc

k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.26d)

Iinc,S
EH kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
bkl,m

, Hinc
k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.26e)

Iinc,S
CC kl [m] = βkl

〈
SP
bkl,m

, ηkHinc
k − n̂kl × Einc

k

〉
, for m = 1, . . . , NSkl (A.26f)
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1. J. W. Massey, F. Wei, C. S. Geyik, and A. E. Yılmaz, “A methodology to

empirically compare computational bioelectromagnetics methods: Evaluation

of three competitive methods”, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., Apr. 2018,

accepted for publication.

2. C. Liu, J. W. Massey, and A. E. Yılmaz, “A non-radiating finite-gap lumped-port

model”, IEEE Antennas Wireless Propag. Lett., Mar. 2018, submitted.

3. X.-X. Liu, J. W. Massey, M.-F. Wu, K. T. Kim, R. A. Shore, A. E. Yılmaz,

and A. Alù, “Homogenization of three-dimensional metamaterial objects and

validation by a fast surface-integral equation solver”, Opt. Express, vol. 21,

no. 19, pp. 21 714–21 727, Sep. 2013.

Journal Papers in Preparation

1. J. W. Massey and A. E. Yılmaz, “A fast multiregion volume-surface integral

equation method for bioelectromagnetics”, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., in

preparation.

2. J. W. Massey and A. E. Yılmaz, “AustinMan and AustinWoman: High-fidelity,

open-source, electromagnetic voxel models of the male and female Visible Hu-

mans”, Phys. Med. Biol., in preparation.
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Extended Papers in Conference Proceedings

1. J. W. Massey, A. Prokop, and A. E. Yılmaz, “Calibrating surface-based human

phantoms with high-fidelity voxel phantoms: A case study with VHP-Female

and AustinWoman models”, in Proc. 6th Int. Workshop on Comput. Human
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2. J. W. Massey, A. Prokop, and A. E. Yılmaz, “A comparison of two anatomical

body models derived from the female Visible Human Project data”, in Proc.

39th Annu. Int. Conf. IEEE Eng. Med. Biol. Soc., Jeju Island, South Korea,

Jul. 2017.

3. J. W. Massey and A. E. Yılmaz, “Austin Benchmark Suite for Computational

Bioelectromagnetics: AIM performance data”, in Proc. 2017 IEEE Int. Symp.

Antennas Propag., San Diego, CA, Jul. 2017.
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for integral-equation analysis of antennas near anatomical human models”, in

Proc. 2016 IEEE Int. Symp. Antennas Propag., Fajardo, Puerto Rico, Jun.

2016.
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7. P. Zhang, J. Shiriyev, C. Torres-Verdín, M. Sharma, Y. Brick, J. Massey, and

A. E. Yılmaz, “Fracture diagnostics using a low-frequency electromagnetic

induction method”, in Proc. 50th US Rock Mech. / Geomech. Symp., Houston,

TX: American Rock Mechanics Association, Jun. 2016.

8. J. W. Massey, V. Subramanian, Chang Liu, and A. E. Yilmaz, “Analyzing UHF-

band antennas near anatomical human models with a fast integral-equation

method”, in Proc. 2016 10th Eur. Conf. Antennas Propag., IEEE, Apr. 2016,

pp. 1–5.

9. J. W. Massey and A. E. Yilmaz, “A comprehensive comparison of FFT-accelerated

integral equation methods vs. FDTD for bioelectromagnetics”, in Proc. 2016

USNC-URSI Nat. Radio Sci. Meeting, Boulder, CO, Jan. 2016.

10. J. W. Massey, F. Wei, C. Geyik, and A. Yilmaz, “A comparison of accuracy-

efficiency tradeoffs of FDTD and FFT-accelerated integral equation methods for
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Antennas Propag., IEEE, Jul. 2012, pp. 1–2.

12. C. S. Geyik, F. Wei, J. W. Massey, and A. E. Yilmaz, “FDTD vs. AIM for

bioelectromagnetic analysis”, in Proc. Proc. 2012 IEEE Int. Symp. Antennas

Propag., Chicago, IL: IEEE, Jul. 2012.
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“A benchmark suite for quantifying RCS simulation performance on modern
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